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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Numerous energy models have been developed in an attempt to better 
understand the operation of the energy system and predict its future. 
To be of use in making in-depth studies and specific reconnnendations, 
a large degree of detail is required. Models of this nature are not 
overly abundant. The models currently available which do contain a 
significant level of detail use traditional static and equilibrium 
approaches. While these models are quite useful, the phenomena which 
they can investigate is limited. 
These traditional modeling methods are unable to address the 
dynamic behavior of the energy system. During periods of change in 
the economic and political environment in which the energy system must 
operate, its dynamic behavior can be the dominant characteristic. In 
view of the uncertain economic and political future, the ability of 
traditional models to accurately describe the operation of the energy 
system is questionable. Even in the time of relative stability, much 
of the behavior of the system arises from dynamic feedback effects. 
Relationships which describe these effects are difficult to incorporate 
into a static or equilibrium model. 
The dynamic system simulation approach to enconomic and industrial 
modeling allows a more complete consideration of dynamic characteristics 
(1). With this approach, model structure is based on information 
1 
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feedback and centers around relationships whtch descr~be the ~orces o~ 
change. Unfortunately, the dynamic system simulation models developed 
for energy studies tend to have relatively simple structures based on 
general characteristics of the energy system. This lack of complexity 
prevents in-depth studies. Since important dynamic relationships and 
limits often arise from the technical details, even their general des-
criptions of system behavior are questionable. 
This study attempts to overcome this deficiency of previous dynamic 
system simulation models for energy studies by basing a model on the 
technical details involved in the functioning of the energy system. 
This approach not only provides for a thorough description of the 
system, but provides sufficient detail for in-depth studies which can 
address precise policy questions, and make specific recommendations. 
The model developed simulates the electric utility component of a 
regional energy system. A regional geographic scale was selected 
for several reasons: 
1. It is at the regional or local level where a large number 
of the day to day decisions are made which are essential 
in the operation of the energy system. 
2. The actual physical entities and processes in the system 
are more easily identified and described at the regional 
level. 
3. There is less variability in characteristics of the system 
on a regional level. 
4. More precise policy questions can be asked at the regional 
level. This gives the possibility of more detailed policy 
recommendations. 
The electric utility part of the energy system was selected 
for this initial modeling effort for several reasons: 
1. The electric utility industry is at a uniquely strategic 
location in the energy system. Through conversion to 
electricity, nearly every energy resource can be reduced to 
a common product. Thus, at this point in the energy system 
the energy resources are direct substitutes for each other 
and are highly competitive. Also, electricity is one 
of the most easily used forms of energy existing. 
2. The electric utility industry is probably the most regulated 
industry in the energy system. In order to make wise 
.decisions, a thorough understanding of the response of the 
electric utility industry to regulation policy is needed. 
A poor understanding of this response can lead to unexpected 
and harmful side effects from poor decisions. On the other 
hand, a good understanding can indicate policy options which 
can alleviate problems in this critical part of the energy 
system. 
3. The demand for electricity has been growing rapidly in the 
past; more rapidly than the demand for most other forms of 
energy. There is considerable uncertainty as to whether 
this rapid growth will continue. The long construction 
period required to build some generation facilities and the 
·non-storable nature of electricity makes accurate planning 
essential if electric utilities are to meet demands effi-
ciently. 
3 
4. Local electric utility companies provided a constderable 
amount of cooperation in this study. Since the modeling 
method used emphasizes technical relationships and decision 
processes, this cooperation was considered to be very 
valuable. 
4 
In order to use technical details in the formulation of the model, 
a complete, quantitative description of the important variables is 
necessary. This objective is met by considering: 
1. variations in the demand for electrical energy throughout 
the year as well as growth from year to year; 
2. all major energy resources, their prices, and their avail~ 
abilities; 
3. capital investment requirements and the effect of a limited 
capital supply; 
4. all major types of generation facilities, their costs, 
and their variation in availability throughout the year; 
5. various types of inter-regional electrical energy and power 
transactions; and 
6. a complete accounting of generation costs. 
The electric utility model developed in this study will serve as 
a component of a comprehensive regional energy model. The particular 
niche it will fill in this regional model was distussed in an earlier 
study (2). It is also designed to be used for a wide range of 
independent studies. Chapter III gives an in-depth accounting of the 
development of the electric utility component model, 
In Chapter IV the question of model validity is addressed by 
comparing predicted results to historical data for the geographical 
region defined by the State of Oklahoma. Although no validation can 
be considered as final, this provides the user with some degree of 
confidence. Following this, the practicality of the model for useful 
studies is demonstrated in Chapter V. This is done with sample case 
studies for potential limitations on the use of natural gas as a 
boiler fuel in Oklahoma. 
It is felt by the author that this model represents the first 
time this level of detail has been included in a dynamic system 
simulation model of any part of a regional energy system. It also 
appears to be the first attempt to develop a comprehensive regional 
energy model using dynamic system simulation models of each component 
as building blo.cks • 
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CH.APTER II 
REVIEW OF ENERGY MODELS 
Introduction 
The use of energy models is certainly not new. Hundreds of 
different energy models have been developed in the last few decades. 
Many state, national, and internation~l agencies, as well as most 
companies in the energy industry use energy models regularly. To 
attempt to discuss all of these is far beyond the scope of this review. 
Instead, where appropriate, selected illustrative examples will be 
used. For an in-depth review of most of the major energy models and 
studies recently completed or still in progress, the reader is referred 
to the comprehensive study by Decision Sciences Corporation (3). 
Reviews have also been made on electrical demand forecasting methods by 
the Federal Power Commis~ion (4) and Edison Electric Institute (5). 
Reviews of national energy studies and demand forecasts have been made 
by Battelle-Col~bus.(6), Edison Electric Institute (7), and for the 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the U. S. Senate (8,9). 
For the purpose of the following discussion, energy models will 
be grouped into three classes - static, equilibrium, and dynamic. This 
classification is somewhat arbitrary. It was chosen to point out the 
differences and the relative advantages and disadvantages of the 
dynamic systems simulation method as compared to other modeling methods. 
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The static models are those which do not deal directly with changes 
in time. They are generally not used for predictive purposes, but 
rather for studying energy system structure and operation. 
Equilibrium models, on the other hand, usually do directly 
consider variables which change with time and are often used 
for predictive purposes. However, they consider the response 
of the system to inputs by assuming pseudo steady state 
conditions or consider only the net result af~er all transients 
have died out. Dynamic models are able to consider transient 
responses, as well as steady state solutions. Dynamic models 
7 
are normally used for predictive purposes where transients are of 
prime importance. 
Static Models 
The most commonly used modeling method for static energy models 
is linear programming. Linear programming models are primarily used 
to study the structure of energy systems and the various flqws of 
energy and other associated materials. They are also well suited for 
optimization. Linear programming models are useful for studying the 
effects of new technologies and in assessing various strategies to 
achieve certain goals, for example, the most effective methods to 
reduce so2 emissions in a region. 
The use of linear programming models can, in some cases, 
be used in an equilibrium context. These often involve supply and 
demand considerations and price equilibrium. Thus, the distinction 
between a static application and an equilibrium application often 
becomes blurred. In the following discussion this lack of a precise 
distinction between classes should be remembered. 
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The geographic scale of the linear programming energy models 
developed is quite diverse. They range from the model centered around 
the energy system of New York City being developed by Brookhaven and the 
State University of New York (10,11) to the national energy model devel-
oped by the Atomic Energy Commission (12), to the international energy 
model which considers both the United States and Canada developed 
for the Canadian National Energy Board (13). The types of energy 
studied varies considerably as well, ranging from the electrical energy 
model developed at Battelle-Northwest (14) and Waverman's (15) natural 
gas model to the total-energy model developed by Battelle-Columbus and 
the Associated Universities (16). Linear programming can also be com-
bined with other modeling methods as is done by Griffin (17). The 
Griffin model uses a standard econometric model to drive a linear 
programming model. 
An alternative to linear programming is network analysis. It is 
very similar to linear programming, and models formulated using net-
work analysis could also be formulated using linear programming methods. 
Debanne (18), who uses this method for a model to assess pollution 
control and new technology, claims network analysis can result in sig-
nificant savings in computation time as compared to linear programming. 
The energy "flow maps" which describe how the different forms 
of ener~y flow through an energy system can be considered another form 
of static energy model. These energy maps are widely used to show the 
relative magnitudes of va:dous energy uses and to show the p:rocesses 
whereby energy resources are used to supply demands. These.energy 
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maps may consider only a certain region and may be quite det7iled, as in 
the work being done at the University of Wisconsin-~19,20). Similar 
energy maps are also necessary for the development of some linear 
programming models. On the other hand, energy maps, such as the ones 
developed for the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (21) may be very 
simple and consider the entire nation or even the whole world. These 
are usually used to give a quick overall perspective of the energy 
supplies and demands. 
Equilibrium Models 
Input-output models are a common form of equilibrium model 
widely used in economic studies. They are now beginning to find 
useful application for energy studies. However, for energy studies, 
the models must be formulated on a unit of energy basis (BTU, KWH etc.) 
rather than on a dollar basis, Input-output models are well suited 
for showing both the direct and indirect energy cost of individual 
products. They are also useful for showing how different products 
contribute to total energy demand. The main drawback to widespread 
use of energy input-output models is the tremendous amount of work 
involved in gathering and interpreting sufficient data to develop a 
detailed model. 
Heredeon (22) has converted the 1963 input-output tables to energy 
terms and shown how they can be applied to a number of energy questions. 
The energy input-output coefficients for a number of years are being 
derived in work at Battelle-Northwest (23~24). By determining the coef-
ficients.for a number of years, the trends in energy use for various 
products can be seen. Almon (25) combines direct energy input-output 
10 
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coefficients with an economic model to fo~ecast demand for petroleum. 
A more extensive model is being developed at Data Resources (26) which 
will fully couple energy input-output models and economic models and 
allow price effects and substitutions between fuels to be considered. 
A different form of energy input-output model is used by Maxim 
and Brazie (27) to assess the total system enviornmental impact and the 
efficiency of alternatives. The structure of their model, in many 
ways, is more analogous to some of the linear progrannning models than 
the traditional input-output models. Rather than use tradittonal 
input-output variables, they use the stages along the energy chains 
from natural resource to end product. Each stage derives energy 
inputs from and provides outputs to other stages. Also, pollution 
outputs are associated with each stage. This method shows great 
promise for assessing total system effects of attempted improvements 
in the system. 
Econometric models are· widely used for energy studies. Most 
often, these are equilibrium models. The areas of the energy system 
tq which econometric models are applied are diverse as are the par-
ticular methods used in individual models. This makes it somewhat 
difficult to address the advantages and disadvantages of the tradi• 
tional econometric techniques. Examples of the wide variety of 
problems for which econometric models are used range from Spann and 
Erickson's (28) assessment of joint costs in oil and gas explo~ation 
to the determination of substitution effects in energy demand by 
Erickson et al. (29). 
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In some of the larger studies, econometric and economic models 
are being used as a complementary model to1 or driver for, other types 
of models. This was seen earlier in the Almon's model (25), the Data 
Resource model (26), and the Griffin model (17). This may well prove 
to be one of the_ most promising areas for application of econometric 
models. This is becoming especially true as energy models are growing 
mar~ comprehensive and considering economic factors beyond the confines 
of the energy system alone. 
Dynamic Models 
Transient responses, as well as equilibrium considerations, are 
sometimes included in econometric models. Traditionally, this has 
involved only explicit functions for the time for certain variables 
1' 
to respond to input changes. These time response functions can reflect 
limits such as the time required to build new equipment or constraints 
such as the life time of existing equipment. This approach is used to 
account for the delays likely to be seen in making substitutions among 
different kinds of energy as prices change in the model developed by 
Mount et al. (31) which predicts energy demand. A similar approach is 
used in the Rand (32) study of regional electric demands. 
DSS (Dynamic Systems Simulation) models consider dynamic charac-
teristics much differently than is normally done in econometric models. 
In a DSS model, a large part of the structure is based on the feedback 
loops in the system from which the dynamic nature arises. This allows 
the model to consider a much wider range of dynamic responses such as 
overshoot, oscillation, and stability. The capability to simulate 
12 
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this type of dynamic response makes DSS models uniquely valuable for 
studying transient and alignment problems. 
The theory behind using DSS for modeling industrial and economic 
systems was largely developed by Forrester (1). He later expanded the 
use of DSS to socio-economic systems as well (33,34). Meadows et al. 
(35) have continued the development of this application. Due to its 
Felatively recent introduction, compared to other techniques, DSS. has 
not been: extensively used in energy modeling. Also slowing its wide-
spread use is the considerable amount of-work, comparable to input-· 
output and linear programming models, involved in developing detailed 
quantitative DSS models. However, DSS shows great promise for energy 
studies where dynamic factors may be of prime importance. 
DSS models for energy studies can be either qualitative or 
quantitative. The qualitative models follow along the lines of the 
earlier socio-economic models developed by Forrester (34) and describe 
the basic structure of the interactions and feedback loops in the 
energy system. The qualitative models are useful for studying general 
dynamic behavior in the energy system and general policy questions. A 
model of this type was developed by White (36) to describe ;he essential 
workings of the energy system in the United States. Odum (37) has also 
used qualitative DSS energy models to study the interaction between 
the energy system and the ecological and economic systems. 
Quantitative DSS energy models need to include a considerable 
amount of technical detail. The inclusion of detail allows them to 
address more precise questions of system dynamics and to analyze 
detailed policy alternatives. The inclusion of technical detail, 
however, requires much more emphasis on analyzing data and deriving 
13 
technical relationships than for a qualitative model. Two DSS energy 
models currently in existence show the wide range of possibilities that 
exist for the technique. _A DSS model which simulates interfuel compe-
tition has been developed by Baughman (38,39). His model considers 
the competition between the major fuels on a national basis. Both the 
demand and supply sides of the markets are considered simultaneously. 
Garret (40), on the other hand, uses a DSS model to simulate a single 
electric utility company. His model considers both capital j-nvestment 
and capacity expansion as a joint planning problem to obtain optimal 
management strategies. The study reported here by the author should 
demonstrate still further potential of quantitative DSS models by 
simulating an industry in the energy system at the regional level. 
Other Modeling Methods 
Probably, the most widely used modeling technique in energy studies 
is extrapolation of time series trends. There is little theoretical 
justification for extrapolation of a variable, since any time a vari-
able is extrapolated there is an implicit assumption that all forces 
affecting the variable will be the same in the future as in the past. 
However, the technique still is used extensively by the electric 
industry and other industries in the energy system (4,9). Extrapo-
lation has performed reasonably well in the past when trends have 
been relatively smooth, giving many users a false sense of reliability. 
It would be hazardous to expect it to perform similarly in a period 
of uncertainty and irregular trends. The main advantage extrapolation 
has over other techniques is the relative ease with which sophisticated 
analysis can be used. Such sophistica~ion can be seen in the 
14 
electric utility load forec~sting.~odel deyelo~ed at ?urdue l41), 
and the regional projection of residential electric demand study made 
by Rand (42). The Purdue model in~orporates extensive statistical 
analysis of weather data, as well as historical data. This is used to 
give the forecast a probabilistic dimension. The Rand model projects 
end use saturations as part of the extrapolation technique. 
To overcome some of the drawbacks of the extrapolation technique, 
many energy studies project energy demands by using correlation models 
to relate demands to other economic variables, By shQwing their rela-
tionship to other variables, insight is gained into the factors which 
affect demands, and a better description of the forces affecting 
• 
observed trends.is obtained. However, there are also some drawbacks 
to the use of correlation models. The models depend upon independent 
projections of the economic variables which may be no more accurate 
than extrapolations of energy demands. The correlations derived 
from historical data may not be valid in the future, especially if 
the data is taken from a time period where most of the variables had 
monotonic trends. 
The most common method used to develop a correlation model is 
to use multiple regression analysis. A typical example of this can 
• be seen in probabilistic energy demand forecasts made at Rahd (43). 
Another approach at oorrelation used by Sadiq and Schoeppel (44,45) is 
to make crossplots of dimensionless groups of economic variables. 
With this method they were able to make use of data from a number of 
countries in addition to U. S. historical data. 
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Combined Analysis 
In most major energy studies, no one single model or single 
modeling method is used for all of the analysis. There is no one 
method which is best for all types of investigation. Also, time con-
straints often force the use of extrapolation of other simple methods 
as part of the analysis. It has already been pointed out that econo-
metric models are often used as complements or as drivers for other 
models. 
There appears to be two trends in the area of combined model 
studies. One is to use a number of independent models to study 
separate parts of the system. This approach can be seen in the Rand 
(42,46,47) models used for estimating total regional electric demand. 
The other approach is to develop an overall modeling framework within 
which all of the individual models operate simultaneously. Such a 
modeling framework, which includes both energy supplies and demands, 
can be seen in the TERA model being developed by Decision Sciences l48). 
As the need for major, comprehensive energy studies increase, it can 
. be expected that more and more emphasis will be placed on combined 
models. In this light, model builders should be aware of what niche 
each type of modeling method best fills and how the different methods 
can interface with each other. 
CHAPTER III 
FORMULATION OF A REGIONAL ELECTRIC 
UTILITIES MODEL 
Introduction 
The electric utility companies which make up a regional electric 
supply system are involved in a wide range of activities. Although 
all of these activities may be important for overall operation of an 
electric utility company, each activity does not need to be considered 
in detail for a simulation of electrical energy supply. The activities 
which relate directly to the ability to meet demands and the cost of 
meeting these demands are those which must be fully simulated. Five 
groups of activities are seen as being fundamental in meeting these 
requirements: 
1. forecasting future conditions; 
2. planning the addition of new generation facilities; 
3. securing supplies of energy resources;, 
4. intermediate planning of operation; and 
5. hour to hour scheduling. 
Figure 1 shows how these activities act to supply the desired 
information. Using historical values of key variables and the current 
values of these variables, forecasts are made of future conditions. 
These variables include: 
16 
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1. peak demands for electrical energy; 
2. prices of energy resources; and 
3. quantities of energy resources available for use. 
Given these forecasts, plans are made for future generation 
capacity. These plans are quite important since there are severe· 
limits to the kinds of fuel a particular generation plant can utilize. 
Thus, once generation facilities are built, the choice of fuel is 
restricted for a number of years. 
Given the generation facilities built and planned, plans are made 
to secure supplies of energy resources to fuel these facilities. 
~ 
Utility companies will normally make long-term arrangements for these 
supplies if possible. This is to insure supplies for future years. 
These long-term arrangements may involve contracts with suppliers or 
actual purchase of gas fields, coal mines, etc. 
The forecasting and planning activities discussed e~fectively 
control the state of the system. That is, they determine what genera-
tion facilities exist and what energy resource supplies are available. 
This state of the system, in turn, limits what options are available ~er 
intermediate planning and operation. This planning takes place on a 
time scale of one year or less. Given the generation facilities 
existing and energy resource supplies available, short-term plans must 
be made to allocate the use of any energy resource that is in short 
supply. Also, arrangements are made for firm power transactions 
with neighboring regions. 
Up to this point, all the activities have involved some form of 
planning. However, it is the actual hour to hour operation of the 
18 
generation facilities that determines what demands are met and what 
energy resources are used. At this point the actual scheduling 
of generation facilities takes place and most decisions concerning 
inter-regional transactions are made. Intermediate planning, in 
turn, supplies the framework in which these decisions are made. 
The important costs in generation come from building generation 
facilities, purchasing energy resources for fuel, and other operation 
expenses. The ability to meet demands comes from the existing genera-
tion facilities and energy resources available in relation to the 
demands that arise. The activities discussed form a chain of infor-
mation and actions which are critical in determining these factors. 
There are several other activities which may be important in some 
cases. They are: 
1. power plant siting; 
2. planning and construction of transmission and distribution 
' 
lines; and 
3. financing of capital expenditures. 
These activities are not simulated but are included in the following 
manner: 
1. The available sites are incorporated as an upper limit on 
the amount of different types of generation facilities 
allowed. This limit is an input to the simulation. 
2. Transmission and distribution lines are assumed to be built 
as needed. However, limits to the transmission capability 
between regions may exist. These limits are inputs to the 
simulation. 
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3. The capital available for building new generation facilities 
is an input to the simulation. 
Since this simulation is developed for a regional energy system, 
more than one electric utility company will normally be involved. 
There are several assumptions made relating to this fact which have 
a direct impact on the simulation; 
1. It is assumed that in meeting the hour to hour demands for 
electrical energy in the region, the lowest cost generation 
facilities will be used first, regardless of the distribution 
of demands and facilities among individual companies. Economy 
energy transactions between the various electric utilities 
in the region normally makes this possible. 
2. When new generation facilities are planned, it is assumed 
that individual companies are fully aware of the plans of 
other companies. That is, generation facilities are selected 
so that they complement other facilities being built in 
the region, regardless of which company owns what facilities. 
3. The region is assumed to be small enough such that no major 
transmission losses are encountered in supplying demands at 
one point in the region. 
4. It is assumed that all demands for electrical energy in 
the region are supplied before non-firm demands in other 
regions, regardless of on which company's system the demands 
occur. Firm demands in other regions are given the same 
priority as demands from within the region. 
Indirectly, these assumptions say the individual electric utility 
companies cooperate fully with each other. 
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Figure 1. Simplified Forrester Diagram of Electric Utility Simulation 
Forecasting 
Whether they involve well defined mathematical techniques or 
J 
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simply intuitive judgment on the part of company management, fore-
casts of future conditions are one of the most important activities 
in the electric utility industry. The information derived from 
forecasts are the basis for all major decision options involving 
construction of new facilities and the selection of energy resources. 
A number of different formal forecasting techniques are employed by 
the electric utility industry. Just as important as the formal 
techniques, however, are the informal or judgment type forecasts that 
are always present. Thus, it would be difficult to develop a simulation 
which would always determine how forecasts are to be made. Instead, the 
model can be altered to test the effect of different forecasting 
techniques. Since trend extrapolation techniques are still the dominant 
approach for forecasting in the industry, a technique of this type was 
selected for the basic simulation (4). 
The properties of the first order exponential delay make it well 
suited for forecasting simulation (1). Mathematically it is expressed 
by: 
dY 
-= dt 
x - y 
K y 
3.1 
where X is the input, Y the output, and K a time constant. ;The 
exponential delay can be used to smooth a fluctuating variable or 
to delay a smooth trend as in Figure 2. The simulation makes use of 
the smoothing ability of the delay to simulate the averaging of histori-
cal data. The delay capability is used to simulate the time required 
for forecasts to respond to changes. 
Input Value 
Sm.oothe.d Value 
Time____. 
(a) Fluctuating Input 
Input Value 
T;Lme __,.. 
(b) Input with a Smooth Trend 
Figure 2. Effect of Smoothing Delay 
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The coinm~nly used assumption of a constant percentage growth 
rate in forecasting is combined with exponential delays to develop 
simulation forecasts. First, the input variable is smoothed with 
the exponential delay, mathematically expressed in Equation 3.1. 
At the same time, the percentage growth rate is calculated and then 
smoothed with another exponential delay yielding: 
(dX)/X - G 
dt 
K g 
3.2 
where G is the percentage growth rate of the input. Using this 
·i 
average value of growth rate G and the smoothed value of the 
input variable, a forecast can be generated. However, one addi-
23 
tional consideration must be made. In using the constant growth rate 
approach there is an implicit assumption that a smooth trend existed 
in the input variable. Thus, the smoothed value of the input variable 
also represents a delayed value of the input variable. For an input 
with a constant growth rate, the lag is exactly equal to the time 
constant. Considering this lag in the forecast yields: 
3.3 
where F(t) is the forecasted value of the variable and t-t is the 
0 
number of years in the future. 
Several additional points should be made concerning this forecast-
ing simulation to assess its suitability. 
1. Counteracting the delay effect from smoothing does not 
imply the time required to adjust to changes is not simulated. 
First! a delay is still present in determining the growth rate. 
Second, the form of 3.3 effectively .assumes that current 
small fluctuations are not part of the long~term trend and 
corrects for these fluctuations. An actual change in the 
trend is only represented by a change in the delayed 
variable. 
2. The use of the exponential delay to smooth variables is 
more than a statistical average of historical data. More 
recent values are more heavily weighed. Thus, e~phasis is 
placed on recent trends. 
3. The technique is equally suitable for declining trends and 
increasing trends. For declining trends the variable is 
forecast to decline asymptotically to zero at a constant 
negative percentage growth rate. 
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A Forrester diagram representing the forecasting simulation 
technique is shown in Figure 3. The syinbology used in this figure is 
described in Appendix B. 
There are a number of variables that change with time which are 
important factors in electric utility company decision options. These 
include: future demands for electricity in the region, energy resources 
prices, quantities of energy resources available, the characteristics 
of demand for electricity, and construction cost of power plants. 
The peak demand for electricity is used as the key variable in simula-
tion of the forecasting of electrical demand. Along with this, the 
characteristics of the demand are included as an input parameter. 
Demand characteristics will be discussed further at a later point in 
this chapter. The market price of each of the energy resources 
being considered is forecasted using the same technique. ~or the 
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base simulation these energy resources include: coal, oil, natu-
ral gas, and nuclear fuel. Other energy resources can be added. 
The quantity available of each of these energy resources must also 
be forecasted. In many cases there may only be limited quantities 
of these energy resources which the electric utilities can use. The 
forecasting of this is divided into two parts. First, the quantity 
of each energy resource expected to be available to all users in the 
region is forecast. Second, the fraction of each of these energy 
resources which is likely to be available to the electric utilities 
is forecasted. These are combined to obtain the quantity of each 
energy resource expected to be available for electric generation. The 
previously described technique is modified slightly to simulate the 
forecasting of the fraction available. Since the fraction available 
must remain in the interval between zero and one, forecast values 
cannot lie outside this range. If the percentage rate of change is 
negative no problem is encountered, as the forecast values approach 
zero asymptotically. However, if the percentage rate of change is 
positive, the previously described technique would forecast values 
to increase past one. To overcome this problem the simulation allows 
the forecast values to approach one asymptotically for a positive 
rate of change in the same manner as they approach zero for a nega-
tive rate of change. This requires the use of the following relation 
in place of Equation 3.3 when the percentage rate of change is positive. 
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An argument could also be made for forecasting the cost of con-
structing the various types of power plants. There is no doubt that 
this is an important decision parameter. However, the initial studies 
are not aimed at determing response to this parameter. Thus, rather 
than develop a forecast for this variable it is included as an input 
pa~ameter which may vary with time. If later studies require a 
simulation of the forecasting of this variable, it can be easily 
included. 
Capacity Planning 
The purpose of building new generation facilities is to be able 
to efficiently supply anticipated demands. The demand for electrical 
energy in a region varies considerably from hour to hour as well as 
from day to day. The non-storable nature of electrical energy makes 
it necessary to have generation facilities which can adjust to this 
demand if requirements are to be met at all times. Thus, in planning 
for new capacity, the time characteristics of the demand can be as 
important as the total demand. It is not feasible to use the hour 
by hour demand variations for planning, yet it is important to .be 
able to characterize a whoJe years demand to study the economics of 
generation alternativ~s. The most commonly used technique to achieve 
this is to reduce the yearly demands to a load duration curve as 
shown in Figure 4. The load duration curve characterizes the demand 
by showing for what length of time each level of load exists. Some 
loss of information is results from describing the demand charac-
teristics with a load duration curve as it does not describe how 
fast the demand fluctuates or when various demand levels occur. 
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However, it is simple, concise 1 and widely used for planning 
purposes. 
Once the anticipated demand for future years is thus descirbed, 
it is necessary to account for the capabilities and costs of various 
generation facilities which might be used to supply these demands. 
Due to routine maintenance, breakdowns, fuel availability, and pos-
sibly government regulations, the availability of a group of facili-
ties will fluctuate throughout a year. These fluctuations may not 
coincide with fluctuations in demand. Thus, it is necessary to 
define the fluctuations of availability on the same time bases 
as demand in the load duration curve. The technique used to do this 
is described in Appendix A. 
Given the characteristics of demand and availability of genera-
tion facilities, the electric utility companies must determine the 
most economical way to match power plant additions to expected demands. 
This normally involves a capacity expansion plan which charts the 
additions planned for approximately twenty years. The basis for 
developing a capacity expansion plan is to build a combination of 
power plants which provide an economical and reliable means to meet 
future demands. 
Computer programs which attempt to derive an optimum capacity 
expansion plan have been developed (40,49). However, the actual <level-
opment of capacity expansion plans are more the result of management 
judgment than any formalized mathematical technique. The uncer-
tainty in the forecasts of the critical variables affecting capacity 
~ 
expansion alternatives is usually quite large. Thus, long range 
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optimization techniques are of ten of less value than they would seem. 
For these reasons, the development of a capacity expansion plan is not 
simulated as a tr,ue optimizing process. Instead, the simulation 
aims at capturing the key economic factors which affect the decisions 
as to what new generation facilities are desired. 
The first part of the simulation capacity expansion plan determines 
what mix of generation facilities are desired. This is done by select-
ing an arbitrary planning year, in this case the last year of the 
simulation planning period. Given the forecasts for demand, energy 
resource prices, and quantities of energy resources available for that 
year, an attempt is made to determine the least cost mix of genera-
tion facilities. In determining the least cost mix, the cost for 
generation facilities are broken into yearly fixed cost and variable 
cost. The yearly fixed cost (FC) is primarily the cost for the capital 
required to build the power plant, although a small amount o~ the 
maintenance cost is probably fixed. The variable cost (VC) consists of 
most of the oepration and maintenance cost as well as the cost of 
fuel to run the generation facilities. Given the fixed and variable_ 
costs for the different types of facilities, the total cost ·(TC) of 
operation for each facility for ~ load o~ du~ation (D) can be dete~~ 
mined by: 
TC = VC + FC/D 3.5 
If these costs were the only consideration, then the optimum mix 
could be obtained by filling the loads of each range with the lowest 
cost option in that range as shown in Figure 5. 
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Unfortunately, several other factors which makes the calcula-
tions more difficult must be included in the decision process. 
1. Since the facilities on line or under construction at 
the beginning of the planning period are already 
connnitted, no fixed cost should be included for these 
facilities in determining the optimum mix. 
2. No type of generation facility has a 100% availability 
at all times. Thus, the variations in availability must 
be included in the calculations. 
3. There may be a limit to the amount of capacity of a 
given type which can be built. For example, there are 
a limited number of sites where hydroelectric plants can 
be built. 
4. The alternative of contracting for large supplies of 
electrical power from other regions may be a realistic 
alternative in many regions. 
5. There may be limited quantities of a given type of energy 
resources available. 
With these complications, it is no longer a simple matter to 
calculate the optimum mix. Because of the varying generation 
availabilities, the demands each type of generation is to supply 
must be measured directly on the load duration curve as shown in 
Figure 6. The optimum can then be found by minimizing cost (C): 
c = 
n 
L FCi*CPi + 
i'=l 
Yr LD 
~ VCdLdt 3.6 
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where LD represent the load duration curve, CP an increment of capa-
city, and n the total number of types of generation facilities. 
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Figure 6, Load Duration Curve and Availability Curves for 
a Grouping of Hypothetical Capacity 
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In minimizing this function, the maximum capacity and energy resource 
availability limits must also be observed. Although it is possible 
to find an optimum in this manner, it is not feasible in the con-
text of a dynamic simulation. Such an optimization would require a 
complex, trial and error solution which would result in an unaccept-
able amount of computation. 
In view of this limitation, developing a simulation which could 
incorporate the previously stated considerations and could determine 
a near optimum mix was deemed more important than using a fully 
optimizing technique. The scheme actually used meets these considera-
tions in the following manner: 
1. Committed capacity of a given type is considered completely 
separate from new capacity of the same type. Thus, each can 
be considered with different cost parameters. The only way 
in which committed capacity and new capacity of a given 
type are considered together is in determining whether 
energy resource limits are observed. 
2. The full availability curve as compared to the load duration 
curve is considered for each type of capacity in calculating 
costs, evaluating total capability, and in determining 
energy resource use. 
3. No more new capacity of a given type is allowed than 
a prescribed limit which is an input. 
4. Contracts for power from other regions, if they are available, 
are considered in the same manner as building new generation 
facilities. 
5. The use of a given type of capacity is limited to the 
quantity of energy resources available. 
The desired mix is determined as shown in Figure 7 by adding 
small increments of the lowest total cost capacity given by: 
TC = VC + FC / 1 ¢(AxCP)dt 
p 
3.7 
where A is capacity availability, p the cummulative availability, 
and ¢ is defined in the Nomenclature. When either a maximum ca-
pacity or maximum energy limit is met, that type of capacity is 
removed from consideration. Figure 8 and Table I summarize this 
algorithm. 
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Given the mix of generation facilities desired, the second part of 
the capacity expansion plan calculations determine when what type of 
generation facilities will be added to achieve the desired mix, if 
possible. In developing this part of the capacity expansion plan 
several limiting factors must be observed. 
1. Demands at all points in the planning period must be met if 
possible, even if this requires more capacity of some types 
than desired. 
2.. The existing on-line facilities and those under construction 
at the beginning of the planning period are fixed and must 
be considered a part of the expansion plan. 
3. The time to build each type of generation facility must 
be observed when planning additions. 
4. Construction on new facilities cannot proceed faster than 
capital is made available for this activity. 
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Initialization: 
Energy resource of each type required ER.=0 
1 Capacity of each type desired CPi=O 
Total generation capability CC(D)=O 
Calculate variable cost for each type capacity by: 
VCi=FRPixHRi+NCi 
for capacity built in region and 
vc.=Nci 
for contracted capaEity. 
' 
Calculate total cost (TC.) for each type of capacity 
using equation 3.7 along1 path CC(D). Then: 
j = type of capacity with minimum TC, and 
k = type of energy resource used by type j capacity. 
Add increment of type j capacity and account for this 
added capacity: 
CP.=CP.+t.CP 
J J 
E~ =ER1/HR.x f A. (D)t.CPdt J L J 
CC(D)=CC(D)+Aj(D)xt.CP 
t 
Are limits exceeded? 
CP.>M. - type j capacity no longer considered. J- J 
E~.::_FEk - capacity using type k resource no 
longer considered. 
CC(D)~L(D) for all D - terminate capacity mix 
calculations. 
Figure 8. Summary of Capacity Mix Algorithm 
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TABLE ~ 
INFORMATION SUPPLIED TO DESIRED CAPACITY MIX ALGORITHM 
Information Symbol Used in Figure 8 
Load Duration Curve for 
Planning Year L(D) 
Generation Availability Curves 
for Each Type of Capacity Ai(D) 
Heat Rate for Each Type of Capacity HRi 
Non-Fuel Variable Cost of Operation for 
Each Type of Capacity (Total· variable NCi 
Cost for Contracted Capacity) 
Yearly Fixed Cost for Each Type 
of Capacity FCi 
Forecast Price of Each Energy 
Resource 
Amount of Each Energy Resource Forecast 
as Being Available 
Maximum Amount of Each Type of Capacity 
Possible (Current On-Line Capacity for 
Existing; Limit Input to Simulation for 
New Additions) 
FE. 
1 
M. 
1 
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5. Any limit on the maximum capacity of a given type allowed 
must be observed. 
Another very important limitation is introduced by assuming 
generation facilities are unable to be converted to use a different 
energy resourc~. Although conversions can be made, it appears to be 
the experience of the industry that they are unlikely to be economical 
in the near future. Conversions from coal to oil or gas are simple 
and inexpensive. However, the reverse is not true. Unfortunately, 
this is the direction of conversion that is likely to be needed. If 
particular studies involve conversions from oil and gas to coal, it 
is necessary to remove this assumption. 
In view of these limitations, the capacity expansion plan is 
developed one year at a time, starting at the beginning of the planning 
period. For each year the capacity which is under construction and 
will come on line in that year is added to the capacity from the previ-
ous year first. If more capacity is needed to meet anticipated demands, 
the type which is the furthest below the desired mix is added first. 
Capacity of this type is added until it is no further below the desired 
mix than the next lowest capacity. Then both are added until they are 
no further below the desired mix levels than the next lowest, and so on 
until all anticipated demands met, In doing this~ only those types 
of facilities which can be built in time to come on line in that year 
are considered. Figure 9 and Table II summarize this algorithm. 
Given the capacity expansion plan which is developed, the simula-
tion is able to. directly determine the rates at which new construction 
is started on the different types of generation facilities. The rate 
at which construction starts is simply the rate at which new capacity 
40 
Initialization: 
Planning year - j=l 
Existing capacity - CE .=C .+cc. . 1 1 1,J 
-
- 1 
Set capacity additions to zero - CAi=O 
Determine maximum additions of each type capacity 
allowed: 
Mi=O if j~CTi 
M =input if j>CT· 
Calculate existing mix: EMi=tEi/~CE1 
-
--1 r 
Compare actual to desired mix: EAi A.Mi 
k = type of cap~city furthest below desired mix. 
Add increment of type k capacity: 
CAk,'=CAk+CA 
Is limit exceeded? 
c~~\ - type k capacity no longer 
considered. 
' Has sufficient capacity been added? L(CE.+CA.)>PD.x(l.o+R) i1. 1 1-J 
t No t Yes 
Recalculate existing Determine planned capacity 
capacity mix: for year j: 
EM1=(CE.+CA.)/L(CE.+CA.) CP .. ='CE.+CA. 1 1 i 1 1 1,J 1 1 
Move to next planning year: 
j=j+l 
I t 
Planning finished? 
j > 1 - terminate planned ca-
pacity calculations. 
Update existing capacity: 
CE.=CP .. l+cc .. 
1 1,J- 1,] 
I 
Figure 9. Sununary of Planned Capacity Algorithm 
TABLE II 
INFORMATION SUPPLIED TO PLANNED CAPACITY ALGORITHM 
Information 
Peak Demand Forecast for Each 
Year in Planning Period 
Reserve Capacity Desired 
Construction Time for Building 
Capacity (Contract Lead Time 
forContracted Capacity) 
Capacity Currently On-Line 
Capacity Under Construction Due 
to Come On-Line for Each Year in 
Planning Period (Future Capacity 
Contracts for Contracted Capacity) 
Length of Planning Period 
Symbol Used in Figure 9 
PD. 
l. 
R 
c. 
l. 
cc. 1 
l.' 
1 
4-1 
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is added in the capacity expansion plan the first year in which the 
construction time allows new capacity to be added. These rates 
then determine the amounts of capacity that are eventually brought 
on-line. Figure 10 shows a Forrester diagram of the capacity planning 
process and the resulting capacity levels. The construction time 
for building new generation facilities is represented by a boxcar 
delay. The on-line facilities are represented by a third order 
delay which feeds into a capacity level referred to as semi-retired. 
The semi-retired level and the on-line third order delay serve to 
gradually derate the capacity as it ages while allowing all facilities 
to be accounted for. Contra,.cts for power from other regions are 
treated much the same as building new facilities. Since major 
inter-regional contracts would require the construction of large 
transmission lines and possibly new generation facilities in the 
selling region, there is a time delay required before new contracts 
can be used. However, the "on-line" contracts are represented by 
a boxcar delay as it is assumed they will be made for a fixed length 
of time and will specify certain power levels. 
Energy Resource Planning 
Once a plan for future capacity is determined, the electric 
utility companie'S must plan for the energy resources they will need 
to fuel these planned generation facilities. There are several 
options available to the electric utility companies depending upon 
their location and the fuels they intend to use: 
1. The utility companies can purchase their own sources. For 
example, a gas field or a coal mine could be purchased. 
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2. Long-term contracts can be made with other suppliers to 
assure availability of needed energy resources. 
3. The utility companies can rely upon short-term spot 
market purchases. 
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Most utility companies prefer to arrange for long-term supplies 
for their major sources of fuel and will either attempt to purchase 
their own supplies or make long-term contracts for these fuels when 
possible. They normally will rely upon spot market purchases for energy 
resources which are used in small quantities. They may also be unable 
to arrange for long-term contracts for some energy resources and 
must sometimes rely on spot market purchases for major fuel supplies 
also. 
When a utility company purchases an energy resource supply, it 
will normally be developed and in production. With such facilities 
the deliverability possible will decline with time. This is especially 
true of gas and oil fields and is also true of some coal mines. 
Similarly, many long-term contracts will also reflect this declining 
deliverability. To maintain or increase the rate at which they can use 
energy resources from these sources, the utility companies must con-
tinually purchase new supplies or add new contracts as shown in 
Figure 11. In addition, there exists some control over the rate of 
which the deliverability declines in these cases. The faster a 
resource is used, the more rapidly the deliverability declines. Thus, 
a resource supply can be made to last longer by not consuming it at 
the maximum rate possible. 
For simulation purposes, there is little difference between energy 
resource supply purchases and long-term contracts which reflect 
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declining deliverabilities. Assuming the maximum deliverability of 
a supply (DL) to be proportional to the total quantity of the supply 
(Q), the deliverability at any point in time can always be determined 
by: 
DL = CNxQ 
where CN is the proportionality constant. The validity of this 
expression can be tested by assuming the energy resource is used 
continuously at. the maximum rate possible. This yields: 
d (DL) 
dt =~~ dt 
~=~ dt 
d DL 
dt = -CNxDL 
3.9 
3.10 
3.11 
Equation 3.11 is recognizable as an exponential relationship. 
DL(t) 
or 
DL(t) 
= DL e-c~xt 
0 
= CNQ e-CNxt 
0 
3.12a 
3.12b 
Thus, using Equation 3.8 gives an exponentially declining deliver-
ability which is typical of the deliverability in Figure 12. 
A single level for each fuel obtained which has a declining 
deliverability is used to simulate the quantity of energy resources 
either purchased or contracted for as shown in Figure 13. The maximum 
rate at which they can be utilized is then proportional tp this level. 
Total 
Deliverability // 
,,,,,, 
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Deliver ability 
from Supplies 
at Time: 
Figure 11. Adding Energy Resource Supplies to Build Up 
Deliverability from Declining Sources 
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Since the deliverability is dependent upon the resource supply, 
if the maximum rate is not used, the deliverability is that much 
higher for later times. An argument could also be made for minimum 
usage rates as some contracts also contain conditions to this effect. 
No provision has been made in the base simulation for this possibility. 
If this proves to be a limiting factor in a given study, then a 
minimum rate of delivery should also be included. 
There is also the possibility for some energy resources to be 
obtained where the delivery rates are essentially constant. This 
case is more typical of an energy resource, such as nuclear fuel, 
where the deliverability in the near future will be more dependent 
upon fuel processing facilities than the rate at which the energy 
resource can be extracted from the earth. These sources are 
simulated differently than sources with declining deliverability. 
Rather than simulate the total quantity of the supply, the maximum 
deliverability is used as a simulation variable. Since this remains 
constant throughout the life of the contract, a boxcar delay serves 
to simulate this quantity as shown in Figure 13. Also, this type of 
contract most often applies to energy resource supplies that are not 
into full production. Thus, there will be a significant waiting time 
required before they can be utilized once they have been secured. 
This requirement is also met in the simulation with a boxcar delay. 
Simulation of spot market supplies is relatively straightforward. 
From the electric utility company point of view, a given quantity is 
available at a given price. These are both inputs to the simulation. 
One additional consideration in simulating energy resource 
supplies is the price paid for long-term contracts and owned sources. 
r==--=----=--=--=-==--=--=---=--~ 
. ,/ ~ 
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Figure 13. Modified Forrester Diagram of Energy Resource Planning and 
Energy Resource Supplies 
In the past, long-term contracts were often made with a fixed price 
for the life of the contract. This practice is rapidly disappearing 
due to the recent increases in market prices and uncertainty about 
future prices. Most suppliers are reluctant to commit themselves 
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to ~ fixed price in this kind of an environment. A provision for 
periodic price updating is now a very common part of long-term con-
tracts. This approach is simulated in the model by using a first order 
exponential delay to represent the time required for the contract price 
to respond to changes in the market price as shown in Figure 13. 
It is difficult to characterize the cost of using energy resources 
owned by the electric.utility companies. Particular accounting methods 
of individual companies can have a large effect on this. In addition, 
there is,.at least in theory, the alternative of selling these energy 
resources at the current market price. For the sake of simplicity, 
i~ the simulation, the prices of energy resources owned by the utility 
companies are assumed to be the same as for those obtained through 
long-term.contracts. 
Now that the nature of energy resource supplies has been dis-
cussed, attention must be turned to how the electric utility companies 
determine supplies they actually obtain. As stated earlier, utility 
cotnpanies normally prefer to use long'-term arrangements for most of 
their supplies when possible. On the other hand, it is not usually 
the policy of the electric utility cotnpanies to arrange for any 
gre~ter quantities Qf supplies than are needed, nor to secure these 
supplies for long time periods before they are needed. 
The energy resources desired for a given year in .the planning 
period are determined by calculating the energy resources that would 
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be used in supplying the anticipated demand with the planned capacity. 
This is done in the simulation as shown in Figure 14. The gerteration 
facilities with the lowest variable costs are used to supply the 
longest loads; the higher variable cost capacity is used to supply 
the shorter loads. The area under the load duration curve filled 
by a given type of facility can then be used to determine the energy 
resources it would use during that year. In this manner the energy 
resources desired of each type for each year in the planning period 
can be determined. 
It is assumed that in a given region that the nature of all of 
the long-term supplies of an energy resource will be the same. That 
is, the declining deliverability or constant deliverability simula-
tion will be typical of all of the supplies of a given energy resource. 
This information is considered an input to the model. If the energy 
resource is one with a declining deliverability, there is no long 
delay involved in utilizing new sources. New sources can be 
sought which will raise the deliverability to meet the requirements 
of the first year in the planning period. If the energy resource is 
one with a constant deliverability, there will normally be a del~y 
in.utilizing a new source. This delay must be accounted for in 
securing new supplies. Thus, new sources must be sought which 
raise the deliverability to the desired level for the first year 
in which these sources can be utilized. 
Energy resource supplies sought will hot always be obtained. 
It is necessary to include in the simulation a maximum limit on 
what is obtainable. The same limits to total resoruce availability 
which were inputs to the forecasting section applies here as well. 
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An additional parameter (~L) is needed to describe what fraction of 
these are available as long-term supplies. The use of this second 
fraction is slightly different for long-term sources with declining 
deliverability than for sources with constant deliverability. 
First, consider the limits for sources with declining deliver-
ability. With these sources it is assumed that the supplies are 
developed and ready for use. Sources which are not tied up 
with long-range contracts are normally available on the spot market. 
The spot market deliverability can then be determined by: 
3.13 
where subscript lt indicates long-term, a indicates total available, and 
3.14 
where subscript n indicates new lon·g-term, e existing long-term, and 
DL = CNx(Q - Q - Q ) 
s a e na 
3.15 
where subscript s indicates the spot market and na new supplies secured. 
The sources with constant deliverability primarily refer to 
supplies where depletion is not causing a declining deliverability. 
In this case the spot market supply is not as closely related to the 
long-term supply as before. The spot market supply results from 
facilities which are in operation. The long-term supply results from 
facilities which can be put into operation if a buyer is available. 
For a simple simulation these supplies are assumed independent. Thus, 
two separate quantities are used as inputs - the spot market supply 
and the long-term supply. The fraction parameter is used to separate 
these. 
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In any situation - spot market, long~term sources with declining 
deliverability, and long-term·sources with constant declining deliver-
ability - these maximums set upper limits on the supply. If the 
electric utility companies are unable to obtain more than this, they 
must either use alternative .fuels or go without. 
Intermediate Planning 
Up to this point only the part of electric utility operation 
which deals with planning one or more years in the future has been 
discussed. Later, the hour to hour operation of the electric utility 
companies will be discussed. However, there are some operations 
which do not fit nicely into either of these categories. Such 
operations deal with planning for a time horizon of a few weeks to 
a year. They must still be carried out when there is some uncer-
tainty as to total demand. The two important operatiqns of this 
nature are: 
1. allocation of the use of power plants to meet demands; and 
2. contracting with neighboring regions for firm power purchases 
and sales. 
Economic dispatch of electric power ~s based on using the lowest 
variable cost capacity first. Demand will normally be filled in 
the same manner as was discussed in energy resource planning and shown 
in Figure !Sa. However, at each point where variable costs change (the 
boundaries between different types of generation facilities) there is 
now the alternative of purchasing firm power from other regions. 
Such a purchase requires the selling companies to guarantee a power 
supply. A fixed cost is required to cover this expense. To account 
for this cost, the firm power must be utilized enough to allow the 
cost to be spread sufficiently so that: 
3.16 
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where U is the time used, f indicates firm power cost, and g indicates 
generation costs. Based on this criterion, increments of firm power 
are purchased until it is no longer economical. This gives a genera-
tion capability as shown in Figure 15a. 
If all energy resources needed for fueling the power plants 
are available, the above considerations are sufficient. However, it 
is possible that one or more energy resources may be in short supply. 
If the energy resource in short supply is a low cost fuel, economic 
considerations are partially overlooked. In order to meet all possi-
ble demands it may be necessary to use a more costly energy resource 
for the longer duration load and save the cheaper energy resource 
for peaking loads. To determine the optimum filling of the demand 
under these conditions the.same complex mathematical requirements as 
discussed in capacity planning are necessary. Thus, it is again 
not feasible to use a true optimizing approach in the simulation. 
The scheme used in the base simulation assumes that only one 
energy resource is in short supply. This assumption greatly simplifies 
the calculations. However, simulation results should be scrutinized 
for violation of this assumption. If a cheap energy resource is in 
short supply, the objective is to utilize both all of the capacity 
available and all of the energy resources available. To achieve this 
goal, the load supplied by this ene;-_gy resource should be moved up 
the demand curve until the point is reached where the energy required 
utilizing full capacity is equal to the energy available as shown 
in Figure 15b. 
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To achieve this objective, a ranking system is used in the base 
simulation. Initially the generation facilities are ranked according 
to variable cost. Firm purchases desired are determined as discussed 
previously. If all energy resource supplies are sufficient, no fur-
ther calculations a~e necessary. If an energy resource is in short 
supply, the corresponding capacity is raised one step in rank. The 
firm purchases and energy requirements are recalculated. This re-
ranking is repeated until the energy resource supply is sufficient. 
It should be noted at this point that an important assumption is 
implicit in this part of the simulation. No consideration is given 
to fluctuations in the deliverability of energy resources throughout 
the year. Thus, it is assumed that these deliverabilities can be 
matched to the rates at which the fuels are used, or storage facili-
ties exist which can be used to store the fuels for later use if 
necessary when excess deliverability exist. Thus, both spot market 
and long-term sources of energy resources are assumed to be available 
as demanded when the hour to hour calculations are made later in 
the simulation. 
One additional consideration must be made before proceeding 
further. The calculations made here are economic in nature and 
have therefore been based on the expected demand. Short-term 
planning must also consider the maximum probable demand. The maximum 
probable demand is not viewed from the standpoint of economics, but 
from the ability to meet the demand. Utility companies normally 
maintain set fraction of reserve capacity for this contingency. If 
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insufficient reserve capacity exists, fidditional firm power must 
be purchased if it is available. This is simulated by assutning that 
minimum reserves will exist at the peak demand and only checking this 
one point. Firm power is purchased if it is available to eliminate 
any deficiencies. 
Once provisions have been made to meet all anticipated demands 
the electric utilities can consider selling any excess capability as 
firm power. The capability above the expected load duration curve 
is available for this purpose as shown in Figure 16. Again, as shown 
in the figure, reserve capacity must also be maintained. Thus, the 
maximum firm power which can be sold is the minimum excess capability. 
Within this limit then, capacity is sold if it appears to be economic-
ally justifiable. That is, if the anticipated revenue from the sale 
is greater than the cost of generation. This depends upon the expected 
demand from firm power sales. To determine the economic feasibility 
of selling firm power, the anticipated demand for an increment of 
firm power is compared to the generation capability used to supply it 
as.in Figure 17. The profit (P) on the sale of an increment of firm 
power (i) can then be calculated by: 
3.17 
Hour to Hour Operations 
The long-term and intermediate planning determines what facilities 
are built, what energy resource supplies are secured, how energy 
resource supplies which will be insufficient are-allocated, and 
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what firm power is bought and sold. However, it is the hour to hour 
operation of the electric utilities which actually determines what· 
generation facilities are used, what energy resources are used, what 
demands are met, and how electrical energy flows to and from other 
regions. These hour to hour activities require a number of decisions 
which must be continuously updated. Figure 18 shows the hierarchy of 
these decisions. 
The operation of the system each hour cannot be simulated. 
Instead, the load duration curve must be used to represent the yearly 
demand. All other fluctuating variables are also reduced to the same 
time basis. These variables include the previously discussed genera-
tion availability curves and the demand from firm power sales. In 
addition, it is necessary to describe the demand for emergency energy 
from other regions, and the supply and demand for economy energy. The 
supply and demand for economy energy must be further descirbed by the 
values at different prices. Thus, they must be represented as multiple 
curves as in Figure 19. Given these demands, supplies, and generation 
capabilities, each point on the load duration curve time axis is 
simulated as independent and the decision process of Figure 18 is 
applied1 • 
Initially, the demand at a particular point in time is compared 
to the capability of the electrical utilities to supply demands at the 
same point in time. The demand includes both the regional demand 
and the demand from firm power sales. The capability includes all 
generation facilities at that point in time, plus any firm power 
1 A point is meant to refer to a segment of the curve. 
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which was purchased. As shown in Figure 18 there are two distinct 
paths the decision options take at this point, depending upon whether 
or not sufficient capability exists. 
First, consider the p~th where insufficient capability exist. 
In this case the only alternative available, if the electric utilities 
are to meet all demands, is to purchase emergency energy. Other-
wise, some demands will not be met. In the simulation it is assumed 
that all demands will be met if possible. Thus, there are no economic 
considerations involved. Emergency energy is purcaased if it is 
available. The supply of emergency energy is assumed to be described 
by the uppermost curve of the economy supply. If there is insufficient 
supply, then shortages are divided proportionally between the regional 
demand and the firm demand. The nature of emergency demands effec-
tively precludes any economy transactions. Thus, no additional 
calculations are needed. 
The second possibility, when sufficient capability exists, results 
in a completely different decision path. The first consideration 
in this case is if any demands for emergency power exist. Again, 
as in the case of emergency· purchases, economics are not considered. 
Electric. utilities are normally required to supply emergency demands 
if they are able. Once any emergency demands are taken care of, 
the companies can turn their atte~tion to economy transactions. This 
involves attempting to purchase and sell energy to other regions 
so as to minimize the total cost of operation. The basic concept 
involved in this is simple. If the incremental price curves for 
economy supply and demand are compared to the incremental cost 
curve of using the region's capability, as shown in Figure 20, the 
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solution is evident. The requirements necessary for the optimum mix 
are: 
TD = EP - ES + EG 3.18 
where TD is the total demand, EP is the economy energy purchased, ES 
is the economy energy sold, and EG is the energy generated, and 
ISP = !DP = IGC 3.19 
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where ISP is the incremental economy supply price, !DP is the incre-
mental economy demand price, and IGC is the incremental cost of 
generation. Equation 3.18 results from the requirement of meeting 
demands. Equation 3.19 assures that no additional purchases or sales 
will decrease total cost. Unfortunately, the ranking of the use of 
facilities according to cost is altered when energy resource shortages 
occur. If this happens, economics are no longer the only factors 
considered in the decision process, and the cost of generation will 
not be a monotonically increasing function as shown in Figure 20. The 
purpose of reranking is to conserve the scarce energy resource. Thus, 
the decision process should reflect this concern. Since economics are 
no longer the only criterion, the decision process is unclear. This 
problem is overcome in the base simulation by arbitrarily assigning a 
psuedo variable cost to the capacity which has been reranked to reflect 
the scarce energy resource supply. This psuedo cost should be between 
the actual costs of the capacities ranked above and below it. Thus, 
the -curve is again returned to Lts monotonic form and the calculations 
can proceed as before. The curve will not accurately represent the 
cost of the arbitrarily ranked capacity. However, the purpose of 
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reranking in the first place was to account for a low price which did 
not reflect the availability of the energy resource. 
These calculations for hour to hour operation are used to determine 
the value of a number of important modeling variables. These include: 
1. regional demand supplied; 
2. firm energy bought and sold; 
3. emergency energy bought and sold; 
4. economy energy bought and sold; and 
5. electrical -energy supplied by each type of generation 
facility. 
Variable 5 above can in turn be used to directly determine the 
amount of each energy resource used. The electrical energy flows to 
and from other regions will also have corresponding cash flows. Also, 
these variables, when combined with the fixed charges for generation 
facilities, can be used to determine probably the single most important 
output variable - the total cost of generation. 
CHAPTER IV 
MODEL VALIDATION AND DETERMINATION 
OF INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Introduction 
Before using the simulation model to make particular studies, it 
must be validated to insure that it can simulate an electrical energy 
supply system. Ideally, this would be done by simulating the system 
under the conditions encountered in the study and comparing the simu-
lation to actual system behavior. Obviously this cannot be done. Thus, 
validation must rely on comparison to historical system behavior. A 
measure of the model's validity is obtained by simulating the system's 
operation using the historical values of inputs and parameters and 
comparing the results of the simulation to the historical behavior. 
If the model closely approximates historical behavior, confidence 
is gained in its ability to simulate the beha,yio~ Q~ the syste.JI\ 
under conditions encountered in a particular study. Similarly, if the 
model is unable to simulate historical behavior, it is unlikely to 
correctly simulate the behavior of the system for other· conditions. 
The validation requirements for the model can be divided into two 
categories. The first deals with the general structure of the model. 
The second deals with the values of particular parameters. Proper 
structure is much more important than precise vnlues of parameters, as 
all of the basic system behavior results from the structure of the 
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system. Thus, most of the validation work centers around verifying 
that the model structure represents the system structure. Until 
the structure is validated, attempting to determine correct values 
of particular parameters makes little sense. 
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The validation of a model is not a once through process and cannot 
be considered separate from model building. The process is iterative 
in nature. First, an attempt is made to describe the system structure. 
This is then tested and revised again and again until all contradictions 
and inconsistencies are eliminated. Thus, the formulation of the model 
discussed in the previous chapter and the validation of the model 
discussed in this chapter are closely related. Both must be considered 
simultaneously. They are presented separately here only for the sake 
of clarity. Likewise, only the final model structure and the valida-
tion results for this structure are presented. 
Unfortunately, good validation results with historical data do 
not insure the model will provide accurate simulation for studies of 
future conditions. Factors which significantly affect sy'stem behavior 
can appear in such studies which were nonexistant or unimportant during 
the validation time period. Such factors may include environmental 
regulations, alternative energy resources, energy shortages, etc. 
Because of this possibility, validation with historical data cannot 
be considered the end of the validation process. As studies are made 
and new and different conditions are encountered; the model behavior 
must be constantly reviewed. If inconsistent or unlikely behavior 
is predicted, the model structure must be examined to see if there is 
lnitial Conditions 
Figure 21~ The Ef!ect of Initial Condition on the 
Response of a First-Order Delay 
to a Complex Input 
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an error in the simulation or if the perverse behavior is reflective 
of the true behavior of the system. It is only after being applied 
in a number of studies that the model can be considered rully validated 
and can be used with a large degree of confidence. 
In addition to model structure and parameters, the responses 
simulated by the model depend upon the initial conditions of the state 
variables. Figure 21 shows this dependency for a single first order 
delay. The effect of initial conditions on a large, complex system 
can be even more dramatic. In the electric utility system, values 
of such state variables as generation capacity and energy resource 
supplies can affect system operation for a number of years. Thus, 
for any medium range study to be meaningful, the proper ,initial con-
ditions for the system must be established. For this reason, determi-
"· ,. 
nation of initial conditions is considered an integral part of model 
validation. 
The initial values for many levels which represent physical enti-
ties in the system can be determined directly from data regarding 
the system. These would include: on-line capacity, capacity under 
construction, and to a lesser extent energy resource supplies. 
The values of the more abstract state variables, such as those involved 
in forecasting, are more difficult to determine. The common method 
used to determine initial conditions for such variables is to assume 
a steady state condition exists. However, th;i.s concept cannot be used 
in the electrical energy supply system since steady state has little 
real significance and much of the structure is based on change. 
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By including initial condition determination in the validation 
proce~s, the validity of the selected initial conditions can be 
evaluated by comparing the model results to the data for a number of 
years. This helps eliminate the problem in two ways. First, by using 
a time series of data, r~tes of c~ange in model vairables can be evalu-
ated along with the values of the variables. This provides a much more 
demanding test of the initial conditions. Second, by moving the begin-
ning point back to the start of the validation time period, errors in 
the value of the initial conditions will tend to dampen out by the end 
of the validation time period. This dampening effect can clearly be 
seen in Figure 21 Thus, the values of the state variables at the end 
of the validation perio~ should provide accurate and consistent initial 
conditions for studies which start at this point in time. 
Validation Data 
The initial studies to be made using the model w;Ul deal w1.th 
the energy system in the geographical region defined by the State of 
Oklahoma. Therefore, the validation of the model is also based on this 
region. The electric utility system in Oklahoma consists of: two 
privately owned electric utility companies which generate about 90% 
of the State's electricity; two publicly owned electric utility com-
panies, one which operates all of the hydro-electric generation in 
the State; and a number of small municipal generation facilities 
which together generate less than 2% of the State's electricity. 
Due to their small contribution, the municipal facilities are not 
included in the data base for validation. 
A number of variables are involved in the validation process. 
Tables III-VI list the inputs, outputs, parameters, and initial con-
ditions associated with the model. The inputs, outputs, and para-
meters are divided into primary and secondary groups. This division 
is somewhat arbitrary. It is made to reflect the relative importance 
of the variables in the studies to be made, The primary variables 
are emphasized in the validation; whereas with the secondary variables, 
values in the correct range are deemed sufficient. Inputs must be 
supplied to the model in the form of time series. Similarly, the 
historical values of the outputs must be expressed as time series for 
comparison to simulated values. The parameters can be expressed as 
constants unless the values vary significantly during the validation 
time period. The initial conditions correspond to the beginning of 
the validation time period. A brief discussion of the data for each 
of the validation variables is presented in Appendix C. 
Unfortunately, from the validation point of view, the history of 
the electric utility system in Oklahoma has been rather uneventful. 
There is no evidence of energy resource limitations being encountered. 
Thus, three of the primary inputs - total energy resources available, 
fraction available to electrtc utility companies, and fraction avail~ 
able as long-term supplies .,... play no important role. in th_e validation, 
Consequently, the validation results for two of th_e primary output 
variables - total electrical energy supplied to region and unmet 
demand for electrical energy ~·are almost automatically correct. 
Due to the fact tnat natural gas resources historically have 
been much_ cheaper and easier to use than other energy resources, 
almost all generation capacity built is for this fuel, Thus, the 
simulation of the choice among the different types of capacity is 
difficult to test. Similarly, the variables "energy generated by 
each type of facility" and "the quantity of each energy resource 
consumed" are of limited value also. 
One final problem in the validation data is the smooth demand 
growth that has been experienced. This smooth trend provides very 
little dynamic response to demand to observe. 
The Validation Program 
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Before any validation runs can be made it is necessary to taylor 
the model to the exact situation being modeled. This involves specify-
ing a number of different options in the structure listed in Table vr:r. 
A brief discussion of these options used in the validation follows. 
Number of Energy Resources 
Although natural gas is the predominant energy resource used 
during the validation period, all commonly used energy resources are ' 
included. This gives the simulation the opportunity to select energy 
resources other than natural gas and hence, the opportunity to make 
mistakes. Thus, the selection of natural gas as the primary energy 
resource is an important test. The energy resources included 
are: natural gas, coal, oil, and nuclear fuel. Hydro sources are 
also included, but in a different way and will be discussed later. 
Classification of Energy Resources 
The classification of the energy resources available is 
somewhat arbitrary. Natural gas is considered as a declining 
TABLE III 
MODEL ~NPUTS 
Primary Ineuts 
Peak Electrical Demand 
Market Prices of Energy Resources 
Total Quantity of Each Energy Resource Available to Region 
Fraction of Each Energy Resource Available to Electric Utilities 
Fraction of Each Energy Resource Available as Long-term Supply 
Secondary Inputs 
Economy Energy Supply 
Economy Energy Demand 
Firm Power Supply 
Firm Power Demand 
Emergency Energy Demand 
Maximum Capacities Allowed 
Capital Limits 
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TABLE IV 
MODEL OUTPUTS 
Primary Outputs 
Amount of Each Type of Generation Facility Constructed 
Energy Generated by Each Type of Generation Facility 
Quantity of Each Energy Resource Consumed 
Total Electrical Energy Supplied to Region 
Unmet Demand for Electrical Energy 
Total Cost of Generation 
Secondary Outputs 
Economy Energy Purchased 
Economy Energy Sold 
Firm Power Purchased 
Firm Power Sold 
Firm Energy Purchased 
Firm Energy Sold 
Emergency Energy Purchased 
Emergency Energy Sold 
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TABLE V 
MODEL PARAMETERS 
Primary Parameters 
Demand Characteristics 
Capacity Availabilities 
Capital Cost of Generation Facilities 
Yearly Fixed Costs for Generation Facilities 
Non-Fuel Variables Costs for Generation Facilities 
Heat Rates 
Construction Times 
Secondary Parameters 
Expected Regional Demand Characteristics 
Characteristics of Demand from Firm Power Sales 
Desired Reserve Capacity 
Proportionality Constants Relating Deliverability 
to Total Energy Resource Supplies 
Forecasting Delay Constants 
Energy Resource Supply Delay Times 
Long-Term Supply Price Delay Constants 
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TABLE VI 
INITIAL CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR MODEL 
State Variables 
Third Order Delay Levels for On-Line Capacity 
Semi-Retired Capacity 
Capacity Under Construction 
Long-Term Capacity Contracts 
Future Long-Term Capacity Contracts 
Smoothed Variables in Forecasting 
Supplies of Declining Energy Resource Supplies 
Deliverability of Constant Energy Resource Supplies 
Deliverability of Future Constant Energy Resource Supplies 
Prices of Long-Term Energy Supplies 
Derivatives 
Peak Electrical Demand 
Energy Resource Prices 
Total Quantity of Energy Resources Available 
Fraction of Energy Resources Available to Electric Utilities 
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TABLE VII 
STRUCTURE OPTIONS IN MODEL 
Number of Energy Resources Considered 
Classification of Energy Resources as Declining or Constant 
Corresponding Number of Generation Facility Types 
Capacity Contracts from Outside of Region 
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supply. Figure 12 shows this decline for the supply of a single com-
pany at a point in time. Since the coal reserves in states near 
Oklahoma are extensive and largely untapped, this resource is con-
sidered to be of the constant type. Nuclear fuel supplies are currently 
dependent upon processing facilities, thus, they are a constant 
type source. Oil is more difficult to classify. If only Oklahoma 
sources were available then it would be a declining source. However, 
if world wide sources are included, then contracts for supplies with 
constant deliverability might be more typical. However, it has been 
typical for most oil to be purchased on short-term markets. This makes 
the declining classification more usable. 
Generation Facilities 
The types of generation facilities correspond directly to the energy 
resources used. These are: natural gas fired boilers, coal fired boil-
ers, nuclear plants, and oil fired plants. The oil fired plants are as-
sumed to be peakin~ plants and are thus gas turbines rather than boilers. 
Hydroelectric generation is a significant factor in Oklahoma. Thus, 
it is necessary to include it in the validation. However, the construc-
tion of hydroelectric facilities usually involves multiple uses - flood 
control, navigation, recreation, etc. The economics of hydroelectric 
facilities are seldom the sole criterion for building such facilities. 
The decision is usually more heavily dependent upon the other factors 
and the hydroelectric facilities are more or less by-products. For 
this reason there is no simple method by which hydroelectric facilities 
can be included. Instead, the construction of hydroelectric facilities 
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;ls consideted an input. Once bu;tlt they are used in the same manner 
as any other facility. 
Long-Term Capacity Contracts 
No long-term capacity contracts have been made with other regions 
in the past. Also, no evidence is available which indicates such con-
tracts were ever considered; nor, is there any. information indicating 
what terms may have been available if such contracts had been sought. 
For these reasons no long-term capacity contracts were considered in 
the validation. 
Validation Results 
Figures 22-26 compare the primary outputs of the simulation 
with historical data. It is somewhat difficult to interpret the 
significance of these comparisons in view of the "monotonic history" 
of the system. 
The simulation selects the same types of capacity and in approxi-
mately the same proportion as is evidenced in the historical data. 
However, there does appear to be a tendency for the simulation to lead 
the historical data for natural gas boiler capacity by one to two years. 
Also, the simulation tends to indicate more gas turbine capacity than 
does historical data. However, considering the relatively small quan-
tities of this type of capacity, this is not too upsetting. In addi-
tion, the agreement in the trends for gas turbine capacity is excellent. 
Given the agreement between the simulation and historical data 
for the capacity built and the heavy reliance on natural gas boilers, 
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there was every reason to expect energy resource use and generation of 
electrical energy to follow historical data quite closely. This appears 
to be the case. There are S111811 discrepancies between historical data 
and the simulation. Most of these can be ascribed to fluctuations 
in water flow for hydroelectric facilities and changes i~ the load 
duration curve. Both of these parameters were held constant for the 
entire validation period. There does appear to be a larger discrep-
ancy near the end of the validation period for use of natural gas. 
This is, in part, due to a rapid increase in the sale of electrical 
energy to other regions at about that time. This was not reflected 
in the constant economy supply and demand curves used in the simulation. 
Because of the possibility of inconsistencies in accounting proce-
dures for capital costs, data for total generation cost are not compared 
to the simulation results. Instead, the total variable cost is used. 
As can be seen in Figure 26, the simulation agrees fairly well with 
the historical data. The simulation tends to underestimate cost some-
what, but the trend is quite consistent with the historical data. 
Discussion of Validation Results 
As stated earlier, because of the nature of the history of 
the electrical energy system in Oklahoma, it is difficult to 
evaluate the validation results. There are some discrepancies. 
One could go to great effort to adjust parameters so as to get a 
closer agreement between the simulation and historical data. How-
ever, it is doubtful whether this would improve the simulation. An 
obsession with exactly fitting simple monotonic curves, not likely to be 
typical of future.conditions, could cause serious problems. By fine 
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tuning the parameters to fit these trends, more important structural 
characteristics may be overlooked. A~though the simulation results 
might reproduce historical behavior exactly, the model would be 
invalid for studies of possible future situations with different con-
ditions. 
In fact, an earlier form of the model actually predicted 
capacity construction which agreed more closely with the historical 
data than the current form of the model (2). Upon close investigation, 
it was found that the economic logic of this earlier form was incorrect. 
However, the selection of capacity types was the result of demand 
dynamics rather than economics. When demand grew faster than expected, 
there was insufficient time to build the desired natural gas boiler 
capacity. Instead, gas· turbines were installed. Thus, the correct 
J 
capacity mix was pJ:"edicted although the economics in the model were 
incorrect. 
For these reasons, additional effort was not expended in attempt-
ing to eliminate the small discrepan~ies that are evident. Most of the 
discrepancies can be attributed to a· lack of accurate inputs and para-
meters. It is unlikely that these inputs and parameters can be deter-
mined any n,iore accurately for studies of future situations. Thus, 
further effort at improving validation results is l;tk.ely to only 
give the model user a false sense of security. 
It should be remembered that the model cannot be considered 
verified as being completely correct. The validation serves only 
as one test for inconsistencies. The model must be continuously 
reviewed for inconsistencies not apparent from the validation when it 
is being used for other situations. 
CHAPTER V 
USE OF THE MODEL FOR A STUDY OF BOILER 
FUEL REGULATIONS 
Introduction 
As discussed previously, the electric utility model was developed 
to serve as part of a larger model which includes similar models for 
other parts of the energy system. Only ~n t~$ context can the 
maximum use be made of the electric utility model. The electric 
utility models should also be useful as an independent model. To 
demonstrate the practicality of using the model separately, a study 
was made of possible regulations on the use of natural gas as a boiler 
fuel. This problem was selected because of its current relevence 
to the electric utility industry in Oklahoma. It also demonstrates 
the versatility of the model. 
As noted in the validation, almost all of the electricity in 
Oklahoma is generated with natural gas. Unfortunately, natural gas 
is now in short supply in many parts of the nation. There are many 
people who propose banning the use of natural gas as a boiler fuel 
to make it available for other uses. Such a ban could cause consider-
able difficulty for electric utility companies in Oklahoma due to the 
nature of most gas fired boilers. These boilers usually have the 
capability to burn oil but are unable to burn coal. Since oil is 
quite expensive and is also in short supply, the electric utilities 
8~ 
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would have to consider building new-boilers to convert these genera-
tion facilities to coal if such a ban were made. Since the base model 
does not provide for conversion of generation facilities to a different 
fuel, it must be altered to include this possibility. This demon-
strates how the model can be adapted to new and different situations. 
Model Alterations 
In order to incorporate the possibility of converting natural gas 
facilities to coal, several changes were required in the model. In 
setting up the model for the study, a new type of generation capacity 
was added which is referred to as GCC (gas converted to coal) capacity. 
Also, the hydroelectric and gas turbine classifications were eliminated 
sincEi'they are a relatively insignificant part of the current capa-
bility. In addition, several changes were made in the logic and 
structure of the model: 
1. Generation capacity must be off-line for 9-12 months to switch 
from the gas boiler to the coal boiler. Thus, a rate was 
added which removes on-line natural gas facilities the year 
before new GCC facilities come on-line. 
2. The logic in calculations of the desired mix of facilities 
was altered to account for the fact that quantities of 
existing natural gas facilities and new GCC facilities are 
not independent. If, as the load duration curve is filled 
in these calculations, GCC capacity becomes economical lower 
on the demand curve than existing natural gas capacity, 
the maximum new GCC capacity allowed is set equal to the 
existing natural gas capacity. Then the existing natural 
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gas capacity is decreased by the quantity of GCC capacity 
desired. If existing natural gas capacity becomes economical 
first, the maximum new GCC capacity allowed is set equal 
to any existing natural gas capacity not desired. 
3. In developing the capacity expansion plan, it is assumed that 
natural gas capacity will not be taken off-line if it means a 
shortage of capacity will result, unless there is a projected 
shortage due to energy resource limits anyway. 
4. The natural gas availability forecast is based on the regula-
tion being studied rather than historical values. 
Regulations and Future Scenarios 
A complete study of regulations of natural gas use in electricity 
generation would require dozens of simulations. A wide range qf regula-
tion alternatives would need to be conslder:ed to;t;' vaifous.scena.rios 
of future conditions. The purpose here is to demonstrate the use of 
the model and not to make an exhaustive study. Thus, only two regula-
tion alternatives to reduce the use of natural gas are considered. 
A ~ingle scenario of future conditions is used. This scenario is 
kept as simple as possible to allow attention to be focused on the 
reaction to regulation rather than to other inputs. The scenario used 
for inputs and parameters is summariz.ed in Tables VIII and IX and the 
regulations are summarized below. 
Regulation .!.· In the first regulation, a total ban is not 
imposed on natural gas. The electric utilities are allowed to use 
their existing long-term supplies. They are also allowed to purchase 
TABLE VIII 
INPUTS FOR STUDY 
Peak Electrical Demand 
Market Prices of Energy 
Resources 
Energy Resources 
Available 
Maximum Capacities Allowed 
Capital Limits 
Economy Energy Supply and 
Demand 
Firm Power Supply and Dem.and 
Emergency Energy Demand 
6100 mw in 1975, Increases 5%/Year 
Natural Gas 
$1.80/106 BTU in 1975 
Coal 
$1. 50 in 1975 
Nuclear 
$0.50 in 1975 
All increase 5%/Year 
Assume all coal and nuclear fuel 
required is available, natural 
gas as prescribed by regulation. 
No restrictions on new coal and 
nuclear. Assume all on-line 
natural gas as candidate for 
conversion. 
Assume all capital required is 
available 
See Figure 27 
Price 1 = 0.25¢/KWH 
Price 2 = 1.0¢/KWH 
Price 3 = 2.5¢/KWH 
All prices increase at 5%/Year. 
Not Required. 
Assume None. 
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TABLE :I:X 
PARAMETERS FOR STUDY 
Demand Characteristics 
Capacity Availabilities 
Capital Costs for Generation 
Facilities 
Yearly Fixed Costs for 
Generation Facilities 
Non-Fuel Variable Costs for 
Generation Facilities 
Heat Rates 
Construction Times 
Expected Regional Demand 
Characteristics 
Characteristics of Demand from 
Firm Power Sales 
Desired Reserves Capacity 
Proportionality Constants 
Relating Deliverability 
to Total Energy Resource 
Supplies 
Forecasting Delay Constant 
Same as for validation. 
Same as for validation, GCC 
capacity same as with conven-
tional coal capacity. 
Natural Gas 
$200/KW in 1975 
Coal 
$500/KW in 1975 
Nuclear 
$800/KW in 1975 
GCC 
$125/KW in 1975 
All increase 6%/Year 
A motorized at 12%/year, 30 
year life span, 20 year life 
span for GCC capacity. 
Same as validation, GCC same 
as conventional coal. 
Same as validation, GCC same as 
conventional coal. 
Same as validation, 3 years for 
conversion construction, 1 year 
actual outage of plant. 
Same as validation 
Not required 
Same as validation 
Same as for validation 
Same as for validation 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
Energy Resourece Supply Delay 
Times 
Long-Term Supply Price Delay 
Constants 
Same as for validation 
Same as for validation 
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up to 3.0 X 10 BTU/YEAR on the spot market. However, they are not 
allowed to add any new long-term supplies. 
Regulation 1· The second regulation is the same as the first, 
except that the spot market purchases allowed are decreased linearly 
from 3.0 X 104 BTU/YEAR in 1975 to none in 1990. 
Study Results 
The effect of the regulation alternatives on key variables for 
the years 1975 through 2000 is shown in Figures 28-31. As would 
be expected, there is a rapid conversion of some of the natural gas 
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facilities to coal with both regulations. The speed of this conver-
sion may be somewhat unrealistic as no capital constraints or limits 
on construction rates were imposed. This is followed by a rapid 
increase in conventional coal capacity. The use of the remaining 
natural gas capacity is relegatet to peaking and standby service and 
the coal capacity carries the base load. As can be seen in Figure 
30, this results in an even more rapid decline in natural gas usage 
than anticipated and coal becomes the dominant fuel. However, the 
dominance of coal is short lived as the economics in this scenario 
cause nuclear capacity to replace coal capacity for the base load. 
The dif ferenCes in the response to the two regulation alterna-
··- ·-
tives are not striking. More na~ural gas capacity is converted to coal 
with the more severe regulation. Likewise, less natural gas and 
more coal are consumed in generation with the more severe regu-
lation. The conventional coal capacity initially built is the-,, 
same in- eithet:" case ancfis limited to that already under construe-
Hon. 'i'he most striking difference resulting from the regulations 
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is seen in the long~tet'III. response. Even though natural gas usage 
has essentially declined to zero by the end of the study period for 
both cases, the mix.of nuclear and coal capacity is still considerably 
different. At this point there is no evidence that they are con-
verging. Although it is difficult to identify the cause of this 
unexpected response due to the complexity of the system, two possible 
causes are identifiable. 
The first possibility is an over-response in changing the capa-
city mix. With the more severe regulation, more nuclear and 
coal capacity is built. As natural gas use is phased out, the 
resulting mix of coal and nuclear capacity is not in the desired pro-
portions. In attempting to correct this imbalance, an over-response 
can easily result. The same argument can be applied to the less 
severe regulation. As natural gas usage is phased out, the resulting 
capacity mix may be off in the opposite direction. The same potential 
for an over-response exists in this case. In fact, the capacity mix 
could be off in the same direction for both regulations, but more over-
response results in one case than the other. 
The second cause for the unexpected response is the continued 
availability of natural gas for the less severe regulation. This fuel 
supply allows the existing natural gas capacity to be used for peaking 
or reserve capacity in calculating the.desired mix, causing a shift 
from coal to nuclear in the desired mix for regulation 1 as compared 
to regulation 2. 
The question of greatest concern to many people is the effect 
on the cost of electricity for the alternative regulations. 
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Figure 31 shows the cost to be relatively insensitive to the dif-
ferent regulations. During the critical "transition period'' the 
difference in cost is negligible. It is only after a number of years 
that some increase in cost for the more severe regulation is observed. 
This situation eventually reverses, a,ga;ln ;lndicating a possible 
over-response. However, an imperfection i~ the model was noted that 
causes some distortion of the total cost. The capital cost was 
escalated for both old and new capacity rather than just for new 
capacity. In the real system, capital cost is based on the original 
investment. This inconsistency tends to increase the total cost for 
both cases but has a much smaller effect on the relative cost for the 
two regulation alternatives. 
Another important question deals with the ability of the electric 
utilities to meet demands. All demands were met for both regulations. 
However; in both cases small amounts of emergency energy were purchased 
for several years during the "transition period." The quantities 
purchased with the more severe regulat.ion were somewhat larger, 
especially in 1978 when a significant amount of existing capacity 
was off-line. Even though the quantities of emergency energy pur-
chased were quite small, they do indicate the system was in a marginal 
state in respect to ability to meet demands at times. If unexpected 
demand growth or other problems had occurred, outages could have 
resulted. 
This study should not be considered a conclusive study of boiler 
fuel regulations. It only demonstrates the use of the model for 
practical studies. It also demonstrates one of the advantages of using 
a dynamic systems simulation. It is unlikely that the unexpected 
behavior could be predicted with a more conventional modeling tech-
nique. In comparing the alternative regulations, these unexpected 
parts of the response are as big a factor as the expected parts. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The model developed in this study for the electric utility com-
ponent of a regional energy system demonstrates the practicality of 
incorporating a high level of technical detail into an energy model 
based on dynamic system simulation. The model is capable of making 
in-depth studies of precise questions concerning the electric utility 
industry in a region. It is designed to also serve as a component to 
a comprehensive regional energy model. 
The validation presented in Chapter IV shows the model correctly 
simulates the results of the major decision options in the electric 
utility industry. The case study presented in Chapter V demonstrates 
the versatility of the model and its ability to address precise policy 
questions. In addition, its ability to predict unexpected results is 
seen in the case study. 
The model can address th~ performance of a regional electric 
utility system in terms of: 
1. the ability to meet demands for electrical energy; 
2. the cost of generating electrical energy; 
3. energy resources used for generating electricity; 
4. capital requirements for generation facilities; and 
5. the energy and cash flows from inter-regional transactions 
involving electrical energy. 
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The model is designed for use either as a component of a compre-
hensive regional energy system model utilizing similar models for'the 
other parts of the system, or as an independent model for studies 
involving the electric utility industry. As a component for a compre-
hensive model, the information supplied to the electric utility model 
is obtained. from other component models. The only exception would 
be the information concerning supply and demand pertaining to inter-
regional transactions. These inputs must be treated as an exogenous 
variable even for a cmnprehensive model. The information output from 
the model could in turn be used as inputs for other component models. 
As an independent model, all of the input information must b~ 
supplied by the user. In this mode the model appears to be useful 
for studies in several areas: 
1. The model can be used to predict the response of the electric 
utility industry in a region to scenarios for future condi-
tions. These scenarios could pertain to a study of the 
electric utility industry, or to more comprehensive energy 
studies. In either case,. the model should provide a tool 
for detailed analysis of electrical energy supply questions. 
2. .More general response characteristics of the electric utility 
industry in a region can be studied using the model. This 
would deal with the effects of fluctuating inputs or changes 
in the long-term trends of inputs. 
3. One of the most promising areas of study for which the model 
can be used appears to be in the analysis of regulations and 
controls on the electric utility industry by government 
agencies. Particular questions which can be readily addressed 
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involve limits and restrictions on what kinds and amounts of 
power plants which can be built and on what kinds and 
amounts of energy resources which can be used for generation. 
4. Similar studies can also be made of policies in the electric 
utility industry. ·These policies involve forecasting, 
generation expansion decisions, and the use of energy 
resources for generation. 
The model may be improved for some studies with additional refine-
ment. The refinement required would depend primarily on the particular 
questions to be analyzed. However, several areas where this refinement 
would be beneficial can be identified: 
1. The relationships for parameters which vary throughout the 
year could be improved if more data were incorporated into 
their derivation. Ideally, a full statistical analysis as 
described in Appendix A would be used. 
2. As noted in Chapter V, problems can arise in the model when 
certain parameters change significantly over a period of 
time. Parameters which are affected in this way would be 
better represented by allowing information about their past 
values to be utilized in the model. 
3. In the model developed here, the construction of transmission 
and distribution facilities was not simulated. Inclusion 
of this part of utility company operation may be desirable 
in studies relating to capital expenditures. It is also 
possible that this area of operations could affect the ability 
to meet demands in some circumstances. 
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There are most likely other areas where additional research could 
improve the model. However, it is only when it is incorporated i?to 
a comprehensive regional energy model that the full capabilities of 
the model described here can be utilized. Thus, probably the most 
important area for additional research is in the development of similar 
models for the other components of a regional energy system. 
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APPENDIX A 
REPRESENTATION OF VARIABLES WITH 
PERIODIC FLUCTUATIONS 
In several parts of the simulation it is necessary to be able 
to compare the demand for electrical energy in the region to other 
simulation variables. These variables include: 
1. the availability of a group of generation facilities; 
2. the demand for firm energy in other regions; 
3. the demand for emergency energy in other regions; 
4. the demand for economy energy at a given price in other 
regions; and 
5. the supply of economy energy at a given price in other 
regions. 
Since the demand for electrical energy fluctuates, it is repre-
sented by a load duration curve to describe how it varies during the 
period of a year. The load duration curve is derived by ordering 
the ·demands according to magnitudes. This is analogous to deriving 
a distribution function for a random variable. The variables which 
are compared to demand also fluctuate. Thus, it is necessary 
to describe how they vary throughout the period of a year. 
These variables could be reduced in the same manner as demand to obtain 
functions analogous to the load duration curve. However, when this 
technique is used, inconsistent time axes result. Each point along 
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load duration curve represents the demand at a point in time. Since 
the curve is obtained by ordering according to magnitude, two 
adjacent points on the curve may represent two widely separated 
points in time. This erratic time axis causes no great problem when 
the load duration curve is considered alone. However, if another 
variable, reduced using the technique, were to be compared with the 
load duration curve, the time axes for the two curves would not be 
consistent and errors could result. 
To make accurate comparisons at a point in time on the load 
duration curve it is necessary to reduce these variables using the 
same time axis as the load duration curve. That is, each point on 
the curve for the reduced variable must correspond to the same point 
in time as for the load duration curve. Unfortunately, this results 
in an irregular and discontinuous curve. Figure 32 shows a small 
element of hypothetical curve resulting from the application of this 
technique. 
It would be virtually impossible to use a curve such as the 
one shown in Figure 32 in the simulation. In order to gain any 
useful information from such a curve, statistical analysis techniques 
are necessary. For simulation purposes, the same element of the curve 
shown in Figure 32 could be represented with a frequency distri-
bution as in Figure 33. If each element of the curve is reduced in 
a similar fashion, a relationship as shown in Figure 34 can be derived. 
In this form, the value of the variable is represented by a smooth 
curve through the average value of each element and the distribution 
of the variations from this average. 
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Figure 32. Segment of Curve Which Results from Using Load 
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The stochastic form shown in Figure 34 is desirable and should 
be used in developing the model when possible. Unfortunately, data 
which allow such a relationship to be derived for most of the variables 
is not available. In fact, even an average value curve may be more 
the product of guesswork than empirical techniques, Due to this lack 
of data, stochastic representation for these variables is not used 
in developing the model. For the present, stochastic representation 
will have to be considered only as a logical next step in improving 
the model. 
APPENDIX B 
NOMENCLATURE 
The nomenclature used throughout this report in the simulation 
diagrams is based on the nomenclature developed by J. W. Forrester (1) 
for the'- same purpose. The elementary symbols are shown in Figure ~5. 
In simulating the energy system there are a number of variables 
which are described in the same way. For example, the generation 
facilities of different types and energy resources of different types. 
Also, some variables in planning and forecasting are represented in 
the same manner for a number of years. Where a number of variables 
are represented in the same way, a lot of clutter in the simulation 
diagrams tends to develop. For this reason, Forrester's nomenclature 
was modified to allow variables to be indexed. This can refer to 
either a "time" index or a "type" index or both. The kind of index 
is usually obvious from the context. 
If a variable is indexed once, all symbols are represented as 
double lines. If it is indexed twice, all symbols are represented 
as triple lines. Examples of both are shown in Figure 36. This 
modification not only removes a lot of clutter from some simulation 
diagrams with little loss in information, it also shows at a 
·glance the "dimension" of any variable or information flow in the 
system. 
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Figure 35. Symbols Used in Simulation Diagrams 
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Figure 36. Example of Modified Symbols 
APPENDIX C 
VALIDATION DATA 
Due to the nature of the simulation model and the inputs and 
parameters required, data often was not readily available in a usable 
form. Often, a considerable amount of judgment had to be exercised 
in selecting the exact numbers used. When possible, data supplied 
by the Federal Power Commission (50,51,53,54,55) was used. However, 
in many cases their data were not sufficient and other sources had 
to be tapped. A brief discussion of each of the inputs and parameters 
used in the validation follows. 
Primary Inputs 
Peak Electrical Demand 
The peak electrical demand for the Oklahoma electric system 
was not directly available. However, total system energy demand was 
available in reference (50). The total net system energy was approxi-
mated by sunuil.ing the net system energy for the four major electric 
utilities2. Data for the Western Farmer's Electric Cooperative were 
not reported separately before 1963. For these years the values used 
2oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, Public Service Company of 
Oklahoma, Grand River Dam Authority, and Western Farmer's Electric 
Coopeq1.tive. 
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:for that utility were extrapolated from the later data, Given the 
total net system energy, the peak demand was approximated using the 
load duration curve derived for the region. This curve results in 
a load factor ·of about 0.5. The derivation of the curve will be 
discussed later. The peak system demand data are shown in Figure 37. 
Market Prices of Energy Resources 
Almost all of the fuel used by power plants in Oklahoma (exclu-
sive of hydroelectric facilities) during the validation period was 
.. natural gas. Thus, it was the only energy resource for which reliable 
data for the prices paid by electric utility companies could be found. 
The data used for this were obtained from reference (51). The values 
used for the validation run were the average of the price paid for all 
of the gas reported consumed by the four major electric utilities. They 
are shown in Figure 38. 
Small amounts of fuel oil have been used at times by some of the 
electric utilities. This provided a few data points for oil price. 
However, there were not enough points to establish a good trend for 
the entire validation period. Information was available through 1969 
for the average price at Oklahoma refineries (38). These data were 
used for this time period and were extrapolated for later years using 
the actual price paid as a guide. The values used in the validation 
are shown along with the data points for average price paid by the 
electric utilities in Oklahoma in Figure 38. 
Even less coal has been purchased by the electric utility com-
panies than oil. Thus, there was no good information regarding market 
prices from electric utility data. Instead, data for the average 
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price at Oklahoma mines we~e used (52). Although it is unlikely 
that Oklahoma coal would have been used extensively if the utility 
companies had relied on this fuel, competitive forces should cause 
'the Oklahoma mine price to reflect the cost of coal from other 
sources. The values used for coal price in the validation are shown 
, 
in F.igure 38. 
Nuclear power plants were given little attention in Oklahoma 
during the validation period. Thus, there is little information about 
nuclear fuel prices in Oklahoma during this time. The price for 
nuclear fuel was arbitrarily set at 12¢/MMBTU at the beginning of 
the validation period and increase linearly to 18¢/MMBTU in 1973. 
' 
Energy Resources Available 
The three variables describing energy resources available -
Total Quantity of Each Energy Resource Available to Region, Fraction 
of Quantity Available to the Electric Utilities, and Fraction of 
Quantity Available as Long-Term Supplies - had little significance 
during the validation period. There was a sufficient supply of all 
energy resources. For this reason, no data were gathered. The inputs 
were arbitrarily set at values which allowed all supplies desired, to 
be purchased. 
Primary Outputs 
Generation Facilities Built 
The data for generation facilities built were taken directly from 
the references (53) and (54), using only information for the four major 
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electric utilities. The values used in the validation are shown in 
Figure 39, 
~Energy Generated by Each ~ of Facility 
Data concerning electrical energy generated were obtained from 
references (53) and (54). They are shown in Figure 40. 
Energy Resources Consumed 
Data for energy resources consumed were reported for each power 
plant in reference (51). Total use was derived by summing the use of 
individual plants. Natural gas was the only fuel used in significant 
.quantities. The data are shown in Figure 41. 
Electrical Energy Supplied to Region 
Data was obtained for net electrical energy supplied by summing 
the net system energy for each of the four major electric utilities 
as discussed earlier. The data are shown in Figure 42. 
Unmet Demands 
There were no s-ignificant instances where electric demand was 
unmet in Oklahoma during the validation period. Thus, there are no 
data for this variable. 
Total Cost of Generation 
The total cost of generation depends, to some extent, on the 
method used to calculate the capital cost of the generation facilities. 
For this reason it was felt that for validation the variable cost would 
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provide a better comparison. The data for this variable were obtained 
for 1963-1970 from reference (55). Since there was a dramatic rise in 
costs at the end of the validation period it was deemed necessary:to 
extend the data beyond 1970. This was done by averaging the variable 
cost of each plant reported in reference (51). The costs were weighed 
according to electrical energy generated. The data are shown in 
Figure 43. 
Primary Parameters 
Demand Characteristics 
No data were available for the demand characteristics (load dura-
tion curve) for the combined system of the electric utilities in Okla-
homa. Typical load duration curves for the validation period were 
obtained from both Public Service Company of Oklahoma and Oklahoma 
Gas and, Electric Company. Since both of these companies supply wide-
spread regions in the state, it was felt that the load duration curves 
for either company should be fairly representative of the load duration 
of the state. The load duration curve used was obtained by averaging 
the curves for a number of years. The curve derived is shown in 
Figure 44 
Capacity Availability 
The availability of each type of generation facility needs to be 
defined. Furthermore, this availability needs to be defined in rela-
tion to the time axis described by the load duration curve. The 
technique for developing the required curve is described in Appendix A. 
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Unfortunately, sufficient data were not available to use such tech-
niques. Since natural gas boilers are the only type of facility 
which has been used extensively in the region, this was the only 
type for which data were available. Unfortunately, this data was 
reduced by "magnitude ordering" the outages. Thus, it could not be 
directly converted to the desired time base. For lack of better 
information, this curve was used on an "as is" basis. 
Natural gas boilers have typically had fewer problems than other 
types '1f generation facilities using heat energy. Thus, availabi!ity 
curves were generated for coal boilers, gas turbines, and nuclear 
plants by arbitrarily decreasing the availability for natural gas 
boilers. On the other hand, hydroelectric generation facilities 
"' usually have very few outage problems. However, in Oklahoma they are 
often ~everely limited by water flow rates. This causes some problems 
in formulating the availability curve. The water flow rate can vary 
considerably throughout the year as well as from year to year. Also, 
there is a certain amount of peaking capability at most times, since 
the water flow can be stored for short periods in a lake. With all 
of this in mind, an availability curve was derived using the average 
•load factor as the main criteria in developing the curve. All of 
the availability curves used in the validation run are shown in 
Figure ,;45. 
Capital Cost of Generation Facilities 
Capital cost data for steam powered plants were available from 
reference (51). The values used for coal and natural gas plants 
were derived by averaging costs for new plants during the validation 
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period, Data from other regions were included in these calculations. 
Due to the long construction time required for capacity construction 
and the rapid increase in its cost, this scheme was deemed insuffi-
cient for nuclear capacity. The cost for it was arbitrarily increased 
'.to 50% greater than the average cost. Data were not available from 
the same source for gas turbine capital cost. Discussions with people 
in the industry indicated gas turbines usually cost about 75% of the 
cost of natural gas boilers. The capital costs used in the validation 
run are shown in Table X. These values are meant to reflect the cost 
seen by the electric utilities during the validation period and should 
not be considered as indicative of current costs. 
Yearly Fixed Costs for Generation Facilities 
The yearly fixed cost of generation facilities is directly related 
to the capital cost. For the validation run the capital cost was 
amortorfzed at 8% interest using equal payments over an assumed thirty 
year life span. The results are shown in Table X. Again, these 
values are meant to reflect the conditions during the validation period 
and not present conditions. In reality there are probably some non-
capital fixed costs associated with maintenance. These costs are 
included with the variable costs. 
Non-Fuel Variable Costs 
The non-fuel variable costs were considered equivalent to opera-
tion and maintenance cost. Data for this were available from reference 
(51). 'Again, data for other regions were used. The variation in 
these costs were considerable. Natural gas boiler plant costs ranged 
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from O.~ - 0.4 mills/KWH for newer plants and 0.5 - 1.0 mills/KWH 
for older plants. Coal plants costs ranged from 0.6 - 1.0 mills/KWH 
for new plants and LO - 3.0 mills/KWH for older plants. The varia-
tions for nuclear plants was even more dramatic with costs ranging 
from 0.4 - 19.3 mills/KWH. 
No data were available from the same source for gas turbine costs. 
Discussions with people in the industry indicated that these run con-
siderably higher than the costs for natural gas boilers. 
With variations such as these it is difficult to select a single 
value for each type of capacity which is representative of the costs. 
The values used are shown in Table X and represent mid-range values. 
Heat Rates 
Heat rate information was available from reference (51) for all 
but gas turbine generation. The heat rate values tended to vary con--
siderably. The heat rates for natural gas boilers were around 
10,000 BTU/KWH for all new plants and ranged up to 15,000 BTU/KWH 
for older plants. The heat rate for new coal plants ranged from 8550 
BTU/KWH to 10,500 BTU/KWH depending upon the type of plant, quality 
of coal.Cused, and the pollution equipment installed. For older plants 
it ranged up to 16,000 BTU/KWH. All nuclear plants are relatively 
new and their heat rates ranged from 10,000 BTU/KWH to 12,000 BTU/KWH, 
depending upon the type of plant. Gas turbine data were not included 
in the source, but their heat rates run considerably lower than modern 
fossil fuel plants. This allows their heat rates to be inferred. 
The values used for heat rates in the validation are shown in 
Table X. These values represent mid-range values for the newer plants. 
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Construction Time 
The construction times used in the validation program are shown 
in Table X. These values resulted from discussions with people 
in the electric utility industry. 
Secondary Inputs and Parameters 
Few data were readily available for the secondary inputs. This 
is especially true of the variables describing supplies and demand 
of th~various energy forms. In view of this lack of data, all short-
term inter-regional transactions were included in the model as economy 
energy supply and demands. The supplies and demands were then arbi-
trarily defined so as to yield results in the correct range. Inter-
regional transactions were relatively small during the validation 
period. Thus, this simplification should cause no major proble~s. 
'The supplies and demands used in the validation are shown in Figure 
46. 
The other two secondary inputs - maximum capacity allowed and 
capital limits - were not important factors during the validation 
period. Thus, they were set at sufficiently high values to prevent 
them from affecting the simulation. 
Many of the secondary parameters were rather arbitrary. Table XI 
summarizes the values used in the validation. 
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TABLE X 
PARAMETERS USED IN VALIDATION 
Capacity Capital Yearly Non-Fuel Heat Construction 
Type Cost Fixed Cost Variable Rates Time 
($/KWH) ($/KWH-yr) (mills/KWH) (BTU/KWH) (Yr) 
Natural 
Gas 100 8.88 0.50 10,000 4 
Boilers 
Coal 145 12.87 0.90 9,250 6 Boilers 
Nuclear 315 28.00 1.90 11,000 9 
Gas 85 7.55 1. 75 11,500 2 Turbine 
TABLE XI 
SUMMARY OF SECONDARY PARAMETERS 
Variable Name 
Expected Regional Demand 
Characteristics 
Characteristics of Demand 
from Firm Power Sales 
Expected Characteristics 
from Firm Power Sales 
Desired Reserve Capacity 
Proportionality Constant 
Relating Deliverability to 
Total Energy Resource Supplies 
Forecasting Delay Constants 
Energy Resource Supply 
Delay Constants 
Long-Term Supply 
Price Delay Constants 
Values Used 
Same as Actual Demand 
Characteristics 
Not Required 
Not Required 
15% Minimum 
Relevant only for Natural 
Gas 0.10/year 
Inputs - 2 years 
Growth Rates - 3 years 
5 years 
5 years 
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APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
This appendix. contains a complete FORTRAN listing of the model. 
The listing is for the program as it was used in the boiler fuel study. 
Statements with CC in the last columns represent additions to the base 
model which were necessary for this study. Statements with CCR! are 
statements that were used for regulation 1 in this study. 
A list of the important variables and their definitions is pre-
sented in Table X. The variables are grouped according to their func-
tion. After the definition of each variable the proper units are 
shown in parenthesis. It is not necessary to use the units shown as 
long as a consistent set is used. The output for the simulation, 
however, 'assumes the units shown are used. 
The computer program consists of a series of subroutines. The 
main program serves only to control the simulation. That is, it 
determines when to call subroutines which initialize the system, 
output information, input information, updates levels, etc. All of 
the detailed calculations are made in subroutines. 
All information used in the simulation, except for simulation 
control variables, is obtained through two input subroutines - ELIN 
and ELIP. The simulation control variables are r~ad in or specified 
in the main program. ELIN is called on only once, at the beginning 
of the simulation. It reads in all of the initial conditions and 
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values of parameters which do not normally change during the simulation. 
ELIP is called at each time step in the simulation. It reads in 
values for all inputs and parameters which may change during the 
simulation. 
ELIN is a regular part o~ the simulation program. A 8Gl0.3 format 
is used for all decimal variables. The G format is used to provide 
maximum flexibility •. A 20IS format is used for all ipterger variables. 
The standard FORTRAN practice of using variables starting with letters 
I through N for interger variables is used throughout ... The order of 
data input is seen in the listing of ELIN. 
ELIP is a user supplied subroutine. However, a user of the model 
may wish to use the subroutine presented in the listing. In this ver-
sion, all inputs and parameters not read in ELIN are read at the 
beginning of the simulation by ELIP. This part of the subroutine 
is skipped during the rest of the simulation and only changes in vari-
ables are considered. The only FORTRAN statements required by the 
user are those which specify changes in variables. The formats and 
nomenclature for this version of ELIP are the same as in ELIN. 
TABLE XII 
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Simulation Control 
BEGTIM - Starting date for simulation. (YR) 
DT - Integration time step. (YR) 
FINTIM - Enµing date for simulation. (YR) 
-1 NDT - Integration steps per year. (YR ) 
NOUT - Number of integration steps between outputs. (-) 
NRD - Computer reader number. (-) 
NW - Computer printer number. (-) 
TIME - Time (or date) in simulation. (YR) 
Inputs 
CAPM(I,J) - Maximum capacity of type I that is allowed to be 
built to come on line in year J. (MW) 
CPTLM - Maximum rate at which capital can be committed for 
new generation facilities. ($/YR) 
ECDEM(I,J) - Demand for economy energy at price PDEM(I). (MW) 
ECSUP(I,J) - Supply of economy energy at price PSUP(I). (MW) 
ELDM - Peak demand for electricity. (MW) 
EMCOS - Cost of emergency energy. ($/MWH) 
EMER(I) - Demand for emergency energy. (MW) 
EMPRC - Price received for emergency energy sales. ($/MWH) 
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ERAP (I) - Fraction of energy resource type I available to electric 
utilities. ( ~) 
ERAQ(I) - New energy resources of type I available in region. 
(BTU/YR) 
ERFLT(I) - Fraction of energy resource type I available as 
long-term supply. (-) 
ERP(I) - Price of energy resource type I. ($/BTU) 
FIRMX - Maximum firm capacity purchase allowed. (MW) 
FRMSM - Maximum firm capacity sale allowed. (MW) 
FRMVC(I) - Variable cost of firm energy purchased vs. capacity 
purchased. ($/MWH) 
TABLE XU (Continued) 
FRMVP(I) - Variable price of firm energy sold vs. capacity 
sold. ($/MWH) 
FXCF - Fixed cost or price of firm capacity. ($/MW-YR) 
PDEM(I) - Price levels for economy energy demand. ($/MWH) 
PSUP(I) - Price levels for economy energy supply. ($/MWH) 
Parameters 
AFDEM(I) - Anticipated demand from firm capacity sales. (MW) 
AVL(l,J) - Availability of type I capacity. (-) 
CPCOS(I) - Investment cost of capacity type I. ($/MW) 
DCNST(I) - Deliverability of type I declining resources. (YR-l) 
DUR(I) - Load duration of demand in region. (-) 
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EMXCN(I) - Maximum energy which can be supplied with type I con-
tracted capacity. (MWH/MW-YR) 
FC(I) - Fixed cost of capacity type I. ($/MW-YR) 
FSDM(I) - Demand which arises from firm capacity sale. (MW) 
FSF - Ratio of peak demand from firm capacity sale to capacity 
sold. (-) 
HTRT(I) - Heat rate for capacity type I. (BTU/MWH) 
ICPT(I) - Time required for construction of type I capacity. (YR) 
ICTT.(I) - Length of capacity contract I. (YR) 
IFF(I) - Array for function description - altered. (*) 
IFS(I) - Array for function description - standard. (*) 
IYPLN - Length of planning period. (YR) 
Kl - Number of· price levels in supply of economy energy. (-) 
K2 Number of price levels in demand for economy energy. (-) 
N - Total number of capacity types considered. (-) 
NCAP(I) - Specifies capacity I's classification (1 - inside 
region, 0 - outside region) 
NER - Number of energy resources types considered. (-) 
NERT(I) - Classification of energy resource I (0 - declining, 
1 - constant) 
RES - Fraction of reserve capacity desired. (-) 
VCNF(I) - Non-fuel variable cost of operation for capacity type I. 
($/MWH) 
* See subroutine AFNC 
TABLE XlI (Continued) 
Leve s 
CAPOLl(I) ~ On-line capacity delay level 1 for type I. (MW) 
CAPOL2(I) - On-line capacity delay level 2 for type I. (MW) 
CAPOL3(I) - on~line capacity delay level 3 for type I. (MW) 
CAPSR(I) - Semi-retired capacity type I. (MW) 
CERCNC(I,J) - Constant long-term energy resource supplies of 
type I to be available for J years. (BTU/YR) 
CPCN(I~J) - Capacity type I under construction J ·years from 
being completed. (MW) 
CPCNC(I,J) - Type I long-term capacity contracts J years from 
expiring. (MW) 
CPCNCT(I) - Total long-term type I capacity contracts. (MW) 
CPCNF(I,J) - Future type I long-term capacity contracts J 
years from being active. (MW) 
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CPCNFT(I) - Total future type I long-term capacity contracts. (MW) 
CPCNT(I) - Total capacity type I under construction. (MW). 
ERCN(I) - Supplies of energy resource type I. declining - (BTU) 
constant - (BTU/YR) 
FERCNC(I,J) - Constant energy resource type I supply available 
in J years. (BTU/YR) 
SMD ~ Smoothed peak demand. (MW) 
-1 SMOG ~ Smoothed growth rate of peak demand. (YR ) 
SMERQ(I) - Smoothed quantity of new resource type I available. 
(BTU/YR) 
SMERQG(I) - Smoothed rate of change of quantity of new resource 
type I available. (YR-1) 
SMERQG(I) - Smoothed rate of change of quantity of new resource 
type I available. (YR-1) 
SMRA(I) - Smoothed fraction of new resource type I available to 
electric utilities. (~) 
SMRAG(I) - Smoothed rate of change of fraction of new type I 
resources available to electric utilities. (YR-1) 
SMRP(I) - Smoothed price of resource type I. ($/BTU) 
SMRPG(I) - Smoothed rate of change of price or resource type I. 
(YR-1) 
Derivatives 
ELDML - Previous value of peak demand. (MW) 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
ERAPL(I) - Previous value of fraction of new energy resource 
type I available to electric utilities. (-) 
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ERAQL(I) - Previous value of quantity of new energy resource type 
I available. (BTU/YR) 
ERPL(I) - Previous value of energy resource price. ($/BTU) 
Rates 
DCAPLl(I) - Rate at which capacity type I comes on-line. (MW/YR) 
DCAPL2(I) ·- Rate at which capacity type I enters delay level 
2. (MW/YR) 
DCAPL3(I) - Rate at which capacity type I enters delay level 
(MW/YR) 
DCAPSR(I) - Rate at which capacity type I is retired. (MW/YR) 
DCPCN(I) - Rate at which construction starts on new capacity 
;, type I. (MW/YR) 
3. 
DCPCNC(I) - Rate at which new long-term capacity contract type 
I comes into use. (MW/YR) 
DCPCNF(I) - Rate at which new long-term capacity contract type I 
is made. (MW/YR) 
DERCNC(I) - Rate at which new long-term supplies of energy 
resource type I' are secured. declining - (BTU/YR), 
constant - (BTU/YR-YR) 
DSMD - Rate of change of smoothed peak demand. (MW/YR) 
DSMDG - Rate of change of smoothed rate of change of peak demand. 
(YR-2) 
DSMERQ(I) - Rate of change of smoothed new energy resources of 
type I available. (BTU/YR-YR) 
DSMRA(I) - Rate of change of smoothed frac.tion of new resource 
type I available to region. (YR-1) 
DSMRAG(I) - Rate of change of smoothed rate of change of new 
resource type I available. (YR-2) 
DSMRP(I) - Rate of change of smoothed resource price of type I. 
($/BTU-YR) 
DSMRPG(I) - Rate of change of smo~thed rate of change of resource 
price of type I. (YR- ) 
DSMRQG(I) - Rate of change of smoothed rate of change of new 
resource type I available. (YR-2) 
ERUSED(I) - Rate at which declining resource type I is used. 
(BTU/YR) 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
EXCPCR(I) - R.ate at which long-term capacity contracts of type I 
expire. (MW/'YR) 
Output Variables Not Previously Listed 
ACCAP - Rate at which capital conunitments are made for new 
generation facilities. ($/YR) 
CAPP(I,J) - Capacity planned of type I for year J. (MW) 
CFEB - Cash flow for economy energy purchased. ($/YR) 
CFERU(I) - Cash flow for energy resources of type I purchased. 
($/YR) 
CFES - Cash flow from economy energy sold. ($/YR) 
CFFB - Cash flow for firm energy purchased. ($/YR) 
CFFS - Cash flow from firm energy sold. ($/YR) 
CFMB - Cash flow for emergency energy purchased. ($/YR) 
CFMS - Cash flow from emergency energy sold. ($/YR) 
ERC(I) - Electrical energy generated by capacity type I. (MWH/YR) 
EREB - Economy energy purchased. (MWH/YR) 
ERES - Economy energy sold. (MWH/YR) 
ERFB - Firm energy purchased. (MWH/YR) 
ERFS - Firm energy sold. (MWH/YR) 
ERMB - Emergency energy purchased. (MWH/YR) 
ERMS - Emergency energy sold. (MWH/YR) 
ERUR - Electrical energy supplied to region. (MWH/YR) 
FELDM(J) - Forecast of peak demand in year J. (MW) 
FERAQ(I,J) - Forecast of new energy resources of type I available 
in year J. (BTU) 
FERP(I,J) - Forecast price of energy resource type I in year J. 
($/BTU) 
FIRM - Firm capacity purchased. (MW) 
FMSL - Firm capacity sold. (MW) 
TGCOS - Total generation cost for supplying electrical energy to 
region, ( $ /MWH) 
UEDF - Unmet demand from firm capacity sold. (MWH/YR) 
UEDR - Unmet demand in region. (MWH/YR) 
VGCOS - Variable cost of generation for electrical energy supplied 
to region. ($/MWH) 
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Computer Program Listing 
80/80 LIST 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
CARO 
l C****·* COMMON VAR l ABLES ••••*•**************** *********************** 
2 C***** SlMULATION CONTROL VARIABLES 
3 COMMON TIME.FINTIM1BEGT[M,OT,NOT,NW1NRO,NOUT 
4 C***** BASIC lNPUTS 
5 CCM~ON ECSUPl3,421,ECCEM(3,421,CAPMl5,IOl.DURl421.EMERC421, 
6 lFSOMl42),FRMVCl2011FRMVPl2011PSUPl311PDE~l31,ERPC41,ERAPC41t 
7 2ERAQC41,ERFLTC411ELO~,FXCF1FlRMX1FRMSM,EMPRC,EMCOS,CPTLM 
8 C***** PARAMETERS 
9 COMMON AVLl914211AFOEMl211,VCNFl91,HTRTC91,EMXCNC11,FCC51,CPCOSC5J 
10 110CNSTC411RES,FSF 
11 COMMON NCAPC51,ICPTC51,ICTTCll,lFFC51,IFSC51,ICNTlMl41t 
12 lNERTl41,NERCTC41,NEROTC41,N,NER,KltK2,[YPLN 
13 C***** LEVELS 
14 COMMON CERCNCl3,201,FERCNCC3,l01 
15 CCMMON CPCNC4,201,CPCNCCl,301,CPCNFll,lOl,SMRPC41,SMRPGC41,SMRAl41 
lb 11SMRAGC411SMERQ(41,S~EROGC41,CPCOLC41,CAPOL1141,CAPOL21411 
l 7 2C APOL 3 I 41, CAP SR I 41, CPCNC Tl 11 ,c PCNTI 41 ,CPCNF T 111 , ERCNC4J, ER CNS 14 It 
18 3 ERCNMI 4 I, SMO, SMOG 
19 C***** RATES 
20 COMMON OSMRPC4J,OSMRPGl41,0SMRAl41,0SMRAGl41,0SMERQl4l,OSMROGC41, 
21 lOCPCNFC41,0CPCNl41,0CAPL1141,0CAPL2141,DCAPL3(41tDCAPSRC41, 
22 2DCPCNCIU ,EXCPCRCll ,OERCl'iSC41,0ERCNCl41,ERCCfl41,ERUSEDl4), 
23 3CFERUl4J,DERUPl41,0SMO,OSMOG 
24 C***** OERlVATlVES 
25 COMMON ERPLl411ERAPLl41,ERAQLl41,ELOML 
26 C••••• INTERNAL VARIABLES 
27 CCMMON FERAQl"t,lOl,FERPh,lOl,CAPPl5,lOl,AAl421,SCLCPC91,ERUPC41t 
28 lVCI 91,ENR191 ,FCPLl91,FCPl9 I ,ERCl91,CAPMX I 51,FELOMI101,CAPMAXllOJ, 
29 2ENRMXC51,ERNl51,CAPDllOl,ERUSl51,ElLLOWl4l,OERATEl91,ERAVC41 
30 COMMON SCLOM,SCLOF,FlR~,FMSL,ERFB,ERFS,EREB,ERES,ERMB,ERMS,CFF8t 
31 lCFEB,CFES,UEOR,UEDF,ERUR,CFFS,VGCOS,CFM8,CFMS,ACCAP,TGCOS 
32 COMMON NRl20,21tNSt211,NCllOl,KRANK,NN,[l[,[L 
33 C***** FUNCTION VARIABLES 
34 COMMON XFNCl25,21,2J,IFNCC25,51,[ERROR 
35 NR0:5 
36 Nli=6 
37 REACCNR0,10001 BfGTIM,FlNTIH,OT 
38 REAOCNR0,10011 NOUT 
39 wRlTECNW,10021 8EGTlM,FINTIH,OT,NOUT 
40 NCT=IFIXCl./DT•.11 
41 TIME=BEGTIM 
42 NOT:O 
43 CALL ELIN 
44 Bf=BEGT IH+.Ol 
45 100 CALL ELIP 
46 l~CTIME.GT.BTI GO TO 105 
47 lll=lFlXCBTI 
48 IT2=1FlXCFINTIM+.OlJ 
49 WRITECNW,10031 
50 WRlTEINW,10041 lTl,ITZtNtNER 
51 105 CALL ALGEL 
52 lFC~OT.NE.OI GO TO 110 
53 CALL OUTPUT 
54 110 NOT=NOT+l 
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80/80 LIST 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
CARO 
55 IFINOT.GE.NOUTI NOTsO 
56 IFITIME.GE.FINTIMJ GO TO 200 
57 TIME=TIME•DT 
58 CALL ELUO 
59 GO TO 100 
bO 200 CONTINUE 
61 1000 FORMATl8Gl0.3J 
62 1001 FORMATl2015J 
63 1002 FORMATllOH DATA DUMP//3Gl5.4,151 
64 1003 FORMATl'l'////////////40X,4CYri ************************************ 
65 l***//40X,40H DYNAMIC REGIONAL ENERGY SYSTEM ANALYSIS//44X, 
66 232H ELECTRICAL ENERGY SUPPLY SECTORI 
67 1004 FORMATl//////////46X,l5H SIMULATION FOR,15,3H T0,15//////////48X, 
68 1I2,22H TYPES OF POWER PLANTS//46Xr12r26H FORMS OF ENERGY RESOURCES 
69 21 
70 STOP 
71 END 
72 c 
73 Sl.6ROUTINE ELIN 
74 C***** INITIALIZE NON-VA~,;NG PARAMETERS 
75 REAOINRD,10011 N,NERrK! ·K2 ,JV.PLN 
76 WRITEINW,10011 N,N~~rKl,K2rIYPLN 
77 READINR0,10011 (NERTI 11,I=lrNERI 
78 WRITEINW,10011 INERTlllrl•l,NERJ 
79 DO 95 l=l,NER 
80 IFCNERTlll.EQ.01 GO TC 90 
81 READINRD,10011 NERCTllJ,NERDTlll 
82 WRITEINW,10011 NERCTIJJ,NERCTClt 
83 GO TO 95 
84 90 REACINRD,lOOOJ DCNSTllJ 
85 WRITEINW,10001 DCNSTlll 
86 95 CONTINUE 
87 REAOCNRD,10011 (IFS( 11 ,J=l r5t 
88 WRITEINW,10011 llFSCllrl=lo51 
89 READINRD,10011 llFFIIl.l=lo5t 
90 WRITEINW,10011 IIFFli),lal,51 
91 REACINR0,10011 llCPTlllrl"lrNI 
92 WRITEINW,10011 llCPTllltl=lrNJ 
93 REAOINRD,10011 INCAPI II, l=lrNJ 
94 WRI TEIN .. ,10011 INCAPI 11,l=lrNI 
95 REACINR0,10011 IICNTIMlll,I=l,NERJ 
96 WRITEINW,lODll llCNTIMlllrl=l,NERt 
97 C***** INITIALIZE LEVELS 
98 REAOINRD,10001 SMD,SMOG 
99 WRITEINW,10001 SMO,SMOG 
100 REAOINR0,10001 ISMRPIII .I"'lrNERt 
101 WRITEINW,10001 ISMRP(lltI"'lrNERJ 
102 READINR0,10001 ISMRPGCIJ,l=l,NERI 
103 WRITEINW.10001 ISMRPGlll.l=l,NERJ 
104 REAOINR0,10001 ISMRAI 11.l=l,NERt 
105 WRITEIN.,,10001 CSMRAlll ,1,;l,NERI 
106 READINRO,lOUOI ISMRAGlll,I=l,NERI 
107 WRITEINW,10001 CSMRAGC(l,I=l,NERI 
108 REAOINRD,10001 ISMERQIII ,[ 2 1,NERt 
80/80 LIST 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555bb6b66666677777777778 
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109 WRITEINW.10001 CSl'ERQllJ,Jal,NERI 
110 REAOCNR0,10001 CSMERQGCil1l•l,NERI 
111 WRITEINW.10001 CSMERQGllJ,I•l.NERI 
112 READINRD,10001 ICPCOLlll1I•l1NERI 
113 WRITEINW,10001 ICPCOLIIl.I•lrNERI 
114 READINR0.1000) CCAPOLlC 11.1=1,NERI 
115 WR! TEINllrlOOOI ICAPOLll!J, l=lrNERI 
116 REAOINR0,10001 ICAPOL2111,1•11NERI 
117 WRITEINW,10001 CCAPOL2111tl=11NERI 
118 READINRDrlOOOI ICAPOL3111.Isl,NERI 
119 WRITEINwrlOOOI ICAPOL311J,I=l,NERI 
120 READCNRD,10001 ICAPSRI I I 11•1,.NERI 
121 WRITEINWrlOOOl ICAPSRCil1I•l1NERI 
122 READINRD,lOOOl ICPCNTlll1I=l1NERI 
123 WRITEINW,10001 ICPCNTllJ.lal,NERI 
124 REAOlNRO,lOOOl IERCNl!J,I•l,NERI 
125 WRITEINW,10001 IERCNl!l1l=l1NERI 
126 REAOINR0,10001 IERUPlll 11=1,NERI 
127 WRITEINW,1000) IERUPIIl1I•l1NERI 
128 DO 100 I=l,NER 
129 NA=ICPTlll•NOT 
130 READINR0.10001 ICPCNCl1Kl,K=l1NAI 
131 100 WRI TEINW,10001 ICPCNI l1Kl1K•l1NAI 
132 NA=N-NER 
133 IFINA.EQ.01 GO TO 200 
134 READINR0,10011 C ICTTC II 11=1,NAI 
135 WRITEINW1lOOll (ICTTlll1l'=l1NAI 
136 READINR0,10001 ICPCNCTI II, I=l,NAI 
137 WRITEINW,10001 ICPCNCTlll,l=l,NAI 
.138 REAOINR0,1000) lCPCNFTIIl.I•l,NAI 
139 WRITEINW,10001 ICPCNFTlll,!=l,NAI 
140 DO 110 l=l ,NA 
141 NB=ICTTIIl•NDT 
142 REACilNR0,10001 ICPCNCI I,KI 1K=l1NBI 
143 110 WRITEINW,10001 ICPCNCII,KI ,K•l,NBI 
144 DO 120 l=l,NA 
145 NB=ICPTII+NERl•NOT 
l4b READINRD,10001 ICPCNFC I ,Kl ,K=l 1NBI 
147 120 WRI TEINW.10001 ICPCNFI I ,KJ 1K=l1 NBI 
148 200 DO 140 I=l,NER 
149 IFINERTII I. EQ,OI GO TO 140 
150 K=NERCTCll*NDT 
151 REACHNRDrlOOO I CCERCNCI I 1Jl,J=l1KI 
152 WRITEINW,10001 ICERCNCII1JJ,J=l,~I 
153 K=NERDTlll*NDT 
154 READINRD,10001 CFERCNCII,Jl,J=l1KI 
155 WRITEINW.1000) CFERCNC(I,Jl,J"l1KI 
156 140 CONTINUE 
157 C••••• INITIALIZE DERIVATIVES 
158 READINRD.1000) ELOML 
159 WRITEINW1lOOOI ELDML 
160 READINRD,10001 IERPLI 11,Izl,NERI 
161 WRITEINW,10001 IERPLlll.l=l,NER) 
162 REAOINRD,10001 CERAPLlll1I•l1NERI 
151 
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163 WRITE(Nh,10001 IERAPLlll,l=l,NERI 
164 REAOINR0,10001 IERAQL((J,l=l,NERI 
165 WRITEINW,10001 IERAQLlll,I•l,NERJ 
166 1000 FORHATl8Gl0o31 
167 1001 FORMATl2015J 
168 WRITEINW,10021 
169 1002 FORHATI' ENO INITIAL') 
170 RETURN 
171 END 
17 2 c 
173 SUBROUTINE ELIP 
174 IFITIHE.NE.BEGTIHI GO TO 201 
175 C***** READ PARAMETERS ANO INPUTS 
176 . REAOINR0,10001 RES,FSf,FXCF,FIRHX,FRHSM,ELOH,EHPRC,EHCOS,CPTLM 
177 WRI TEIN W ,1000 I RES ,FSF, FXC F ,FI RHX, FRHS M, ELOH, EH PRC, EHCOS,CPTLM 
178 READ1NRO,lOOOI ICPCOSlll,l•loNI ' 
179 WRITEINW,10001 ICPCOSIJl,1=1,NJ 
180 REAOINR0,10001 IFCI 11 ol=lolll 
181 WRITEINW,10001 CFCllltl•l,NI 
182 Nll=ll+NER 
183 REAOINR0,10.001 IHTRTlll tl=l,NNI 
184 WRI TEINW, 10001 I HTRTI U tl=l,NNI 
185 REAOINR0,10001 IVCNFtll,I=l,NNI 
186 WRI TEI NW,10001 I VCNFI I I ,[=l ,NNI 
187 READINR0,10001 IAFOEHlll,l=l,211 
188 WRITEINW,10001 IAFOEMIIi,I=l,211 
189 DO 100 l=l,Nlll 
190 REACINR0,10001 IAVLll,Kl,K•l,421 
191 100 WR[ TEINW,1000) IAVLI [,KJ,K=l,421 
192 DO 101 l=l,Kl 
193 READINR0,10001 IECSUPII,KI ,K=l,421 
194 101 WRI TEINW,10001 IECSUPll ,Kl ,K=l,421 
195 DO 102 l•l,K2 
196 REAOINR0,10001 IECOEMII,Kl,K=l,421 
197 102 WRI TEINh,10001 I ECDEHI l 0K) ,K=l ,421 
198 READINR0,10001 (OUR([) ,l=l,421 
199 i;RITEINW,10001 IDURlll.l=l.0421 
200 REAOINR0,10001 IEMERlll ol=l,421 
201 WRITEINWolOOOI IEMERll),[•l,421 
202 REAOINR0,10001 IFSOMIIl.l=l,'t21 
203 WRl TEI NW.1000) IFSOHI l I .l=l,421 
204 (READINR0,10001 IFRMVCIIl,l=l,201 
205 WRITEINW,10001 IFRHVClll.I=l,201 
206 REACINR0,10001 IFRMVPlll,1=1,201 
207 WRITEINW,10001 IFRMVPIIl,l•l,201 
208 DO lClJ l=l ,N 
209 REACINR0,10001 ICAPMll,KloK=lolYPLNI 
210 103 WRITEll\IW,1000) ICAPMI l,KI ,K=l,[YPLNI 
211 READ! NR0.1000 I I PSUP 111 , [ = l ,Kll 
212 i;RITEINW,1000) IPSUPlllol•l,Kll 
213 REAOINR0,10001 IPCEMI Il, l:ol,K21 
214 WRI TEINW,10001 IPDEMIII ol=l,K21 
215 REAOINR0,10001 IERPlllol=l,NERI 
216 WRI TEINW,1000 I IERPI I 1, l=l ,NERI 
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REACfNR0,10001 fERAPl[t,[al,NERI 
WRI TEINW,10001 IERAPI I I tl'"lolllERI 
READINR0,10001 ( ERAQI II 1I•l1NERI 
WRITECNW,10001 IERA.Qlllol'"l1NERI 
READfNR0,10001 CERFLTll I 1l'"l 1NERJ 
WRITEfNW1lOOOI CERFLTCll1l'"l1NERI 
NA2N-NE.R 
IFINA.EQ,01 GO TO 200 
REACLNR0,10001 f EMXCNIIl1l•l1NAI 
WRI TEf NW,10001 CEMXCNll lo l=loNAJ 
1000 FORHATC8Gl0.31 
200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
201 CONTINUE 
C•**** CHANGES WITH TIME GO HERE 
c 
ERAQ111~3.0E14*Cl.O-ITIME-l975~1/ll990,-l915,ll 
IFIERAOlll.LT.0.01 ERAQlll•O.O 
ELOMaELOH*l•05 
00 301 Isl ,NER 
ERP I 11= ERP I 11 •l .05 
CPCOSI 1 l=CPCOSI IJ•l.06 
301 FClll=FClll•l.06 
DO 302 1:1,3 
PSUPfll=PSUPlll•l.05 
302 PDEMCllzPDEHfll•l.05 
EHPRC=-EMPRC•l.05 
EMC OS=EHCOS•l .05 
RETURN 
ENO 
C****• OUTPUT SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
DIHE~SION AOUTf51 
WRITEfNW,11 TIME 
WRITEfNW,21 ELOM,SMO,SHDGoCFELOHIJloJ•lolYPLNJ 
WRITECNW,31 
WRITEINW,ltl IERPIJl,J•l,NERI 
WRITECNW,51 CSHRPClltl'"loNERI 
WRJTEINW,61 CSHRPGCJl,l•lo~ERJ 
WRlTECNW,651 
DO 100 lzl,NER 
100 WRI TEINli,71 l ,CFERPll oJI oJ"'lo IYPLNI 
WRITECNW,81 IERAP([ 1 ol•loNERJ 
WRITEINW,91 ISMRAIJl,J~loNERJ 
WRITECNw,101 CSMRAGCllol•l,NERI 
WRITEfNW,111 IERAQCll,Jsl,NERI 
WRITECNW,121 fSHERQCll1l•l,NERI 
WRI TECNW,131 CSHERQGf I) 1l"'l1NERI 
WRITEINW,1351 
DO 200 l'"l ,NER 
200 WRITECNW,lltl J,IFERAQII1Jl1J•l1IYPLNI 
WRITECNW1151 CERCMU1l•l1NERI 
WRI TEINW,161 CERCNSflJ ol=l 1NERI 
WRJTECNW,171 (OERCNCf Il1I•loNERJ 
CCRl 
CCRl 
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271 WRITECNW,181 CERCNMCil,IzleNERI 
272 WRITECN~,191 
273 WRI TECNW,201 CCPCOLI 11 tl"'l ,NERI 
274 WRITEINW,2051 IDERATECll,Izl,NERI 
275 WRITECNW,211 CCAPSRIIl,I•loNERI 
276 I IlsN+l 
277 NNzN+NER 
278 WRITEINW,2051 CDERATECIJ,I•III,NNI 
279 WRITElNW,221 CCPCNTllJ,I•l,NERI 
280 WRI TEINW,231 IDCAPLll .1 t, l•l,NERI 
281 WRI TEINli,241 I DCPCNC I I ,Isl ,NERI 
282 WRI TEINW,241J ICAPMC I, U ,J .. l,NERI 
283 WRITEINW,2451 CDCAPSRCil,l•l,NERI 
284 JaN-NER 
285 IFIJ.EQ.OI GO TO 210 
. 286 WRITEINW,251 ICPCNCTI II, Izl,JI 
287 WRITEINW,261 ICPCllFT(Il,I•l,JI 
288 WRITEINW,27j IDCPCNCIIl,I•loJI 
289 WRITEINW,281 IDCPCNFIIlelal,JI 
290 00 202 Jsl,J 
291 202 AOUTllJsCAPMll+NER,11 
292 WRITECNW,2851 IAOUHll,l=loJI 
293 WRITEINW,291 IEXCPCRIIltl•leJI 
294 210 WRITEINW,301 
295 DO 3.00 I"'ltN 
296 K"'I+N 
297 300 WRITEINW,311 I,CAPDIKl,ICAPPCl,Jl,J=l,fYPLNI 
298 WRITEINW,501 CERCIIl,lsl,NNI . 
299 WRI TECNll,511 IERUSEDI Il,l.,l,NERI 
300 00 350 1•1,NER 
301 350 AOUT 11l=ERCNII1 /FLOATI ICNT IMll 11 
302 WRITEINW,5111 IAOUTlll1l•l,NERI 
303 WRITECNW,5151 CERUPIIl,I•l,NERI 
304 WRI TEINll,5251 ACCAP,CPTLM 
305 WRI TECNW,521 FIRM,FMSL1FIRMX,FRMSM,ERFB,ERFS1EREB,ERES1ERM8, 
306 lERMS,ERUR,UEDR,UEOF 
307 WRITEINW,531 CFFB,CFFS,CFEB,CFES,CFMB,CFMS 
308 WRITEINW,541 ICFERUIIlrI•liNERI 
309 WRITEINW,551 VGCOS,TGCOS 
310 1 FORMATl'l'•' SIMULATION RESULTS 1 //Gl5,41 
311 2 FORMATI////' OEMANO INFORMATION•/• CURRENT PEAK OEMAN0 1 ,Gl5.5//' A 
312 lVERAGED DEMAND' ,Gl5.5// 1 FORECASTEO GROWTH RATE 1 eG15.5// 1 FORECAST 
313 2ED DEMAND FOR FUT~E YEARS'/5Gl5o5/5Gl5.51 
314 3 FORMATl////// 1 ENERGY RESOURCE ·1NFORMATIO'N 1 / 1 ALL QUANTITlES IN BT 
315 2U ANO ALL PRICES IN $/BTU' II I 
316 4 FORMAT(' CURRENT RESOURCE PRICE 1 /5Gl5.51 
317 5 FORMATl// 1 AVERAGED RESOURCE PRICE 1 /5Gl5.51 
318 6 FORMATl// 1 FORECASTEO RATE OF PRICE CHANGE 1 /5Gl5o51 
319 65 FORMATi//' FORECASTEO ENERGY RESOURCE PRICES BY TYPES 1 l 
320 7 FORMATC/ 1 TYPE' tl4/5Gl5.5/5Gl5o51 
321 8 FORMAT! // 1 CURRENT FRACTIO"' OF ENERGY RESOURCES AVAILABLE 1 /5Gl5o51 
322 9 FORMATC// 1 AVERAGED FRACTION OF ENERGY RESOURCES AVAILABLE 1 /5Gl5.5 
323 11 
324 10 FORMATl// 1 RATE OF CHANGE OF FRACTION AVAILABLE 1 /5Gl5.51 
155 
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11 
12 
FORMATC//1 CURRENT QUANTITY OF ENERGY RESOURCES AVAILABLE 1/5Gl5.51 
FORMATl/1 1 AVE~AGED QUANTITY OF ENERGY RESOURCES AVAILABLE' 15Gl5.5 
Lt 
13 FORMATCI/' RATE OF CHANGE CF QUANTITY AVAILABLE 1/5Gl5.51 
135 FORMATC/1 1 FORECASTEO QUANTITIES OF ENERGY RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO 
14 
15 
16 
17 
lELECTRIC UTILITIES1//I 
FORMAT(/• TYPE' ol4/5Gl5.5/5Gl5.51 
FORMATl// 1 CURRENT ENERGY RESOURCES CONTRACTS 1/5Gl5o51 
FORMAH II' ADDITIONAL CONTRACTS BEING SOUGHJl/5Gl5o5) 
FORMATC// 1 RATE AT WHICH NEW CONTRACTS ARE BEING GENERATED 1/5Gl5.S 
U I 
18 FORMATC/I' MONEY VALUE OF ENERGY RESOURCE CONTRACTS 1/5Gl5.51 
19 FORMATl////////// 1 CAPACITY INFORMATION'/' ALL QUANTITIES IN MW 1 ) 
20 FORMATl// 1 CURRENT O~ LINE CAPACITY 1/5Gl5o5) 
205 FORMATC/1 FRACTION OF CAPACITY AVAILABILITY LIMITED BY ENERGY RESO 
21 
22 
23 
24 
lUPCE AVAILA81LITY 1/5G15.5) 
FORMATl//1 SEMI-RETIRED CAPACITY'l5Gl5o5) 
FORMATC// 1 CAPACITY UNDER CONSTRUCTION 1/5Gl5.51 
FORMATl// 1 RATE AT WHICH NEW CAPACITY COMES ON LINE 1/5Gl5o51 
FORMATl// 1 RATE AT WHICH CCNSTRUCTION IS STARTED ON NEW CAPt.CHY 1 / 
l5Gl5.51 
241 FORMATC/1 MAXIMUM RATE CF CONSTRUCTION STARTS ALLOWE0 1/5Gl5.5) 
245 FORMATl//1 RATE AT WHICH CAPACITY IS RETIRE01/5Gl5o5) 
25 FORMATll/ 1 CONTRACT.ED CAPACITY IN USE 1/3Gl5.5) 
·26 FORMATC// 1 FUTURE CAPACITY CONTRACTS 1/3Gl5.51 
27 FORMAT! //1 RATE AT WHICH NEW CONTRACTS COME INTO USE 113Gl5.SI 
28 FORMAT.Cl/ 1 RATE AT WHICH NEW CONTRACTS ARE MAOE 1 /3Gl5.51 
285 FCRMATC/1 MAXIMUM NEW CCNTRACTS ALLOWED 1/5Gl5o51 
29 FQRMATl// 1 RATE AT WHICH OLD CONTRACTS EXPIRE1/3Gl5.51 
30 FORMATl//1 PLANNEC CAPACITY BY TYPES 1/l 
31 FORMATl/1 TYPE' 1141 1 DESIRED FRACTJON11Gl5o5/5Gl5.5/5Gl5o51 
50 FORMATll/ 1 ELECTRICAL ENERGY GENERATED IN MWH1/5Gl5.5/5G15.51 
51 FORMATl// 1 ENERGY RESOURCES USED IN 8TU 1/5Gl5o51 
511 FORMATl/1 MAXIMUM AVAILABLE1/5Gl5o51 
515 FORMATl// 1 PRICE PAID FOR ENERGY RESOURCES IN.S/BTU1/5Gl5.51 
52 FORMATC//t FIRM CAPACITY BOUGHT AND SOLD IN MW 1/2Gl5o5/ 1 MAXIMUM A 
1LLOWE01/2G15.5/i 1 ENERGY BCUGHT AND SOLD IN MWH 1/ 1 FIRM1o2Gl5.5/ 1 
2ECONOMY 1,2Gl5.5/ 1 EMERGENCY 1,2Gl5.5/ 1 IN REGION 1oG15.5// 1 UNMET DE 
3MAND 1/ 1 IN REGION 11Gl5o5/ 1 FROM FIRM CAPACITY SALES1oG15.51 
525 FORMATC// 1 RATE AT WHICH CAPITAL IS BEING COMMITTED1oG15.5/ 1 MAXIM 
lUM RATE POSSIBLE 1,Gl5.51 
53 FORMAT( II' CASH FLOWS IN S/YEA.R1/ 1 FIRM ENERGY PURCHASEO•,Gl5o5/ 0 
lFIRM ENERGY SOLD 1,Gl5.5/ 1 ECONO'MY ENERGY PURCHASED' ,G15.5/ 1 ECONOM 
2Y ENERGY SOLD' 1615.5/ 1 EMERGENCY ENERGY BOUGHT' 1Gl5o5/ 1 EMERGENCY 
3ENERGY SOLD 11Gl5o.51 
54 FORHATC/1 ENERGY RESOURCES PURCHASED 1/5G15.51 
55 FORHATC/1 1 VARIABLE COST OF GE~ERATION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY FOR RE 
lGION IN S/HWH 1,Gl5.5/ 1 TOTAL COST 1,G15.51 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ELUD 
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C••••• UPDATE BOXCAR DELAYS 
DO 100 l=l o NER. 
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NA=ICPTlll•NDT-1 
DO 101 J=l ,NA 
101 CPCNI l,JJ=CPCNI f,J+lJ 
100 CPCNll,Jl=DCPCNlll•DT 
DO 400 I=l,NER 
C ASSUMES 1 VEAR TIME STEP, 3 VEAR CONSTRUCTION TIME, AND 
C 1 VEAR OUTAGE. 
IFll.NE.11 GO TO 900 
IFICPCNl4,\l.LT.1.0I GO TO 900 
IFICPtOLCll.LT.l.OI GC TO 900 
DCAPL21ll=CPCNl4,ll•CAPOLllll/CPCOLllJ 
DCAPL31ll=CPCNl4,ll•CAPaL2111/CPCOLl1J 
DCAPSR1ll=CPCNl4,ll•CAPCL3111/CPCOLl11 
CAPOLllll=CAPOL1111-DCAPL211J 
CAPOL21ll=CAPOL2111-DCAPL31ll 
CAPOL3111=CAPOL3111-DCAPSRC11 
OCAPSRlll=O. 
GO TO 901 
900 CONTINUE 
CAPOL l I U=CAPOLll IJ+I DCAPL ll IJ-DCAPL2111 l*OT 
CAPOL2111=CAPOL21ll+IDCAPL2111~DCAPL31111*DT 
CAPOL311l=CAPOL3lll+ICCAPL31Il-DCAPSRllll*OT 
901 CONTINUE 
CAP SRI I l=CAPSRI I I +DCAPSRI I l•OT 
CPCOLIIl=CAPOL11Il+CAPOL21Il+CAPOL31IJ 
CPCNTlll=CPCNTIIl+IOCPCNlll-DCAPLllIIJ•OT 
ERUPlll=ERUPll~+bERUPlll*DT 
IFINERTllJ.NE.01 GO TO 90 
ERCNI 11 =ERC NI I I +I OERCNC I II -ERUSEOI I I I •OT 
GO TO 95 
90 ERCNIIl=ERCNiil+FERCNC(I,11-CERCNCIIoll 
K=NERCTlll*NOT-1 
00 91 J 2 l,K 
91 CERCNClloJl=CERCNCIIoJ+ll 
CERCNC(l,Jl=FERCNCIIoll 
K=NERDTIIl*NDT~l 
DO 92 Jal,K 
92 FERCNC(l,Jl=FERCNCCl,J+ll 
FERCNCII,Jl=DERCNCIIl•DT 
95 SMRPIIl=SMRPlll+DSMRPlll•OT 
SMRPGlll=SMRPGI IJ+DSMRPGCI l•DT 
SMRAllJ=SMRAlll+OSMRAIIl*OT 
SMRAGlll=SMRAGI ll+DSMRAGCil*DT 
SMERQlll=SMEROlll+DSMERQltl•DT 
400 SMERQGlll=SMERQGIIl+DSMRQGlll*DT 
C***** LONGTERM CAPACITY CONTRACT VARIABLES 
NB=N-NER 
IFINB.LE.01 GO TO 250 
DO 200 1=1 •NB 
NA= IC TTI I l*NOT-1 
DO 201 J•l,NA 
201 CPCNCll ,Jl=CPCNClloJ+ll 
C PCNC I I ,JI= DCPCNC I 11 *DT 
NA=ICPTII+NERl*NDT-1 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
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433 00 202 J=leNA 
434 202 CPCNFCl,Jl=CPCNFCl,J+ll 
435 CPCNFll,Jl=OCPCNFlll*OT 
436 CPCNCT I I l=CPCNCT C 11 +C OCPCNCI 11-EXCPCR I 111 *OT 
437 200 CPCNFTIIl=CPCNFTCil•ICCPCNFCll-OCPCNCllll*OT 
438 C ***** SINGLE DI MENS ION VAR lA8LES 
439 250 CONTINUE 
440 SMD=SMO+DSMD*DT 
441 SHDG=SMDG+DSMDG*DT 
442 C***** DERIVATIVES 
443 DO 300 I=l1NER 
444 ERPLlll=ERPllJ 
445 ERAPLI 1 l=ERAPCI I 
446 300 ERAULlll=ERAQ([J 
447 ELDML=ELDM 
448 RETURN 
449 END 
450 c 
451 SUBROUTINE ALGEL 
452 C*****DIMENSIONED VARIABLES FOR THE PLANNING SECTION 
453 DIMENSION DRAl51,0RPGl51,CAPTC511CNNOl51 1CONDl511CAPC51151 
454 DIMENSION DERAQC41 
455 C*****FGRECASTING 
456 DSMD=IELDM-SMDl/Z. 
457 DG=IELOM-ELDMLl/IELDML*OTJ 
458 DSMOG=IDG-SMDGl/3. 
459 DO 100 J=l.I YPLN 
460 100 FELDMIJl=SMO*EXPISMDG•Z.l*EXPISMDG*JJ 
461 DO 110 l=l ,NER 
462 DSMRPlll=IERPlll-SMRPllll/2. 
463 DRPGI 11=1ERPI11-ERPL I 111/1 SMRPi Il•DT I 
464 DSMRPGlll=IDRPGlll-Sl'RPGllll/3e 
465 DO 101 J=l,IYPLN 
466 101 FERPll1Jl=Sl'RPlll*EXPISMRPGlll*Jl•EXPISMRPGIIl•2.J 
467 DSHRACll=IERAPCll-SMRAllll/2. 
468 ORAlll=IERAPlll-ERAPLllll/ISMRAlll*DTt 
469 DSMRAG( 11= I DR Al 11-S MR.AG( II I/ 3e 
470 DSMERQIIl=IERAOCll-SMERQIIll/3. 
471 DERAOI 1 l=C ERAQI 11-ERAQL I II l/ISMERQI I l*DTI 
472 DSMROGlll=IDERAQIIl-SMERQGllll/3e 
473 DO 110 J=l1IYPLN 
474 IFC l.EQ.11 GO TO 105 CCRl 
4 75 F ERAQI I 1JI =S MERQI 11 *EXP I SMEROGI II *J l*EXP I SHER QGC 11 *3. I 
476 IFISMRAGlll.GT.O.I GO TO 102 
4 77 FERAQ I I • JI =FERAQ' 1, JI* exp I SM RAG I I I •JI •S HRAI I I •EXP' SM RAG I 11•2.1 
478 GO TO 110 
479 102 FERAOCl,Jl=FERAQ(l,Jl*ll.-11.-SMRAllll*EXPC-SMRAGIIl*Jl*EXPC-SMRAG 
480 1111•2.ll 
481 GO TO 110 CCRl 
482 105 FERAQlleJl=3.0E14*11.-ITIME+J-1975.l/11990.-l975.tJ CCRl 
483 IFIFERAQll ,Jl.LT.O,OI FERACl11Jl=O, CCRl 
484 110 CONTINUE 
485 c • * * ••• * * * • * * * * • * * * •• * • * ••••• * •••••• 
486 C PREPARE FOR CAPACITY PLANNING SIMULATION 
CARD 
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CALL CHNGU,DUR,IFSI 
SCLOM=FELDMllYPLNl•Cl.+RESI 
DO 190 l•l ,N 
CAPMAXC 11=0• 
DO 190 J=l,IYPLN 
IFIJ.GE.ICPTll)J CAPMAXlll=CAPMAXlll+CAPMll,J-ICPTlll+ll 
190 CONTINUE 
DO 2006 l=l,N 
IFII.GT.NERI GO TO 2001 
VCI I l=VCNFI 11+FERPII1 IYPLN l•HTRTI II 
CAP MAXI l+N)=CPCOL I I l+CPCNT I U 
ENRMXlll=FERAQll,IYPL~l/HTATlll 
GO TO 2002 
2001 CAPMAXll+Nl=CPCNCTII-NERl+CPCNFTll-NERI 
VCI I l=VCNF I I) 
ENRMXlll•ICAPMAXlll+CAPMAXll+Nll•EMXCNll-NER) 
2D02 DO 2005 J•l,42 
2005 AAIJl•AVLCl,JI 
2006 CALL CHNGl2+I,AA,IFSJ 
CAPHAXl51=CAPHAXl51-CPCNTl41+CPCNC4,ll 
IFICAPMAXl5t.LT.O.OJ CAPMAXC51=0. 
CALL CAPMIX 
A=O• 
DO 2007 I =l ,N 
2007 A=A+CAPOlll+CAPDII+NJ 
DO _2008 I =l ,N C•• 
- 2008 C•• 
CAPOII+N)=FRACTION OF CAPACITY DESIRED FROM TYPE I 
CAPDll+Nl=ICAPOCll+CAPDII+Nll/A 
SET CAPH I I TO CURR HT O~ LINE CAPACITY 
DO 210 I=loN 
IFINCAPII).EQ.11 GO TO 201 
CAP Tl I) =CPCNC Tl I-NERI 
GO TO 210 
201 CAPTIIJ=CPCOLlll 
21 0 CONTINUE 
C.. ENRMXI I !=MAXIMUM ELECTRICAL ENERGY FR·OM TYPE I 
C•• ERUSlll=AMOUNT OF ENERGY RESOURC~ fYPE I USED IN PLANNING 
C•• INITIALIZE TO ZERO 
C.. ACCAP=l\IEW CAPITAL COMMITTED 
C•• INITIALIZE TO 0 
DO 2105 1=1,NER 
ENRMXIIl=ERCNlll/IHTRTIIl•FLOATllCNTIMllJIJ 
2105 ERUSlll;:O. 
ACCAP•O. 
ICP=O 
c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
C•• LOOP 250 DETERMINES PLANNED CAPACITY 
C•• J IS THE NO. OF YEARS FROM THE CURRENT TIME 
DO 250 J=l1IYPLN 
ICS=O 
JJ= I J-11•NOT+1 
JJJ=JJ+NDT-1 
00 230 lzl,N 
IFIJ.GTelCPTll)J GO TO 220 
cc 
cc 
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CARD 
541 C** *** CAPACITY PLANNING LIMITS FOR J.LE.CONSTRUCTION 
542 IFCl.GT.NER) GO TO 212 
543 DO 211 Il=JJ,JJJ 
544 C ACCOUNTS FOR CAPACITY WHICH WILL BE CONVERTED 
545 A=O .O CC 
546 IFC l.NE.11 GO TO 211 CC 
547 IFCil.GT.21 GO TO 211 CC 
548 A=CPCN C 4, II +l) CC 
549 C** 211 & 213 ADO CAPACITY THAT WILL COME ON LINE BY END OF YEAR J 
550 211 CAPTCil=CAPTCU+CPCNll,IU-A C 
551 GO TO 214 
552 212 DO 213 I l=JJ,JJJ 
553 213 CAPTIU:CAPTC IHCPCNFII-NER,111 
554 214 II=I+N 
555 C•• CAPMAXCill=COMMITTEO CAPACITY FOR YEAR J 
556 C•• CAPMAXCll=NEW CAPACITY WHICH CAN BE COMMITTED 
55 7 CAP MAX C II I =CAPT I U 
558 CAPMAXIIl=O. 
559 GO TO 224 
560 C** *** CAPACITY PLANNING LIMITS FOR J.GT.CONSTRUCTION TEME 
561 220 ICS=l 
562 I I= l+N 
563 C** CAPMAXCI & III SAME AS ABOVE 
564 CAPMAXllil=CAPTlll 
565 CAPMllXI ll=CApMI l,J-ICPTIIIJ 
566 lFIJ-1.NE.ICPTllll GO TO 224 
5t>7 C** ICP=l INDICATES NO MORE CAPITAL COMMITTMENTS ALLOWED 
568 IFI ICP.EQ.11 CAPMAXI 11=0. 
569 224 IFI I.GT.NERI GO TC 225 
570 C** UPDATE THE AMOUNT OF ENERGY THAT CAN BE SUPPLIED ANO CALCULATE VC 
571 ENRMXIIl=ENRMXIIl+FERAQll,J)/HTRTIU-ERUSCII 
572 VCI I l=VCNFC ll+FERPCI ,JJ•HTRTCll 
573 GO TO 230 
574 225 ENRMXlll=ICAPMAXCil+CAPMAXIIIll*EMXCNCI-NERI 
5 7 5 VC I I ) = VC NF C I I 
576 230 CONTINUE 
577 C•* ICS=O INDICATES THAT ~O CAPACITY CAN BE ADDEO 
578 IFIICS.NE.01 GO TO 240 
579 C** CAPClll=NEW CAPACITY TO BE AODED=O WHEN NONE ALLOWED 
580 DG 235 I=lrN 
581 235 CAPDIIl=O. 
582 GO TO 243 
583 240 SCLDM=FELOMIJl•Cl.+RESI 
584 GO TO 2405 
585 C** 2401 & 2402 REDUCES NEW CAPACITY ALLOWED TO ACCOUNT FOR CAPITAL 
586 C** LIMIT 
587 C** CAPAITAL LIMIT IS CALCULATED IN 241 & 242 
588 2401 00 2402 I=l,N 
589 IFIJ-1.NE.ICPTllll GO TO 2402 
590 CAPMAXIIl=CAPOCI) 
591 2402 CONTINUE . 
592 2405 Ill=J 
593 IFICAPOl 81.GT .0.011 CAPMAXClJ"'O• CC 
594 IFCJ.LT.4) GO TO 2409 CC 
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IFCCAPDC8J.LT.O.OlJ GO TO 2409 
A=O. 
Ua5. 
2406 CALL AFNCCu.a.11 
B=8•FELDMC JJ 
9406 A=A+CFELDMIJJ-BJ•438.•HTRTC1J 
IFCA.GT.FERAQCloJll GO TO 2407 
IFCFELDMCJl-8.GT.CAPMAXC5JI GO TO 2408 
U=U+5 •. 
IFCU.LE.100.1 GO TO 2406 
U=lOO. 
8=8-FELDMCJJ/20. 
IFCBoGT.O.I GO TO 9406 
GO TO 2409 
2407 CAPMAXl41=CAPMAXC51-FELDHCJJ+B 
CAPHAXC51=FELDMCJl-B 
IFCCAPMAXC4J.LT.O.OJ CAPHAXC4J=O.O 
GO TO 2409 
. 2408 CAPMAXC4J=Oo 
2409 CONTINUE 
C•• DESCAP DETERMINES WHAT CAPACITY WILL BE ADDED DURING YEAR J 
CALL DESCAP 
241 IFCICP.EQ.11 GO TO 243 
D0242 l"loN 
IFCJ-loNE.ICPTClll GO TO 242 
C•• ADO ON NEW CAPITAL COMMITTED 
ACCAP=ACCAP+CAPOlll•CPCOSCll 
lFCACCAP.LE.CPTLMI GO TO 242 
ICP=l 
C•• LIMIT NEW CAPACITY TO CAPITAL LIMIT IF NECESSARY 
CAPDCll=CAPDCll-IACCAP-CPTLMl/CPCOSllJ 
ACCAP=CPTLM 
242 CONTINUE 
!Fl ICP.E0.11 GO TO 2401 
243 DO 250 l=loN 
C•• ADD NEW CAPACITY TO TGTAL COMMOTTEO CAPACITY 
CAPTCIJ=CAPTCll+CAPDCIJ 
lFCl.NE.11 GO TO 244 · 
IFCCAPDllloLT.l.01 CAPTCll=CAPMAXC5J 
244 CONTINUE 
CAPPlloJl=CAPTCIJ 
IFIJ-loNE.ICPTlllJ GO TO 250 
IFCNCAPllJ.EQ.11 GO TO 245 t•• SET CAPACITY CONSTRUCTION STARTS ~ATES 
OCPC NF I l-NE RI =CAP DC II 
GO TO 250 
245 DCPCNCll=CAPDlll 
250 CONTINUE 
C•••••RATE VARIABLES FOR THIRD ORDER CAPACITY DELAY 
DO 270 1=1 oN 
IFINCAPCll.E0.21 GO TO 260 
OCAPLllll=CPCNCloll/DT 
DCAPL21ll=CAPOL1111/l0o 
DCAPL3CllzCAPOL2CIJ/lO. 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
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CARD 
649 DCAPSRCIJ=CAPOL3(1)/l0. 
650 Gd TO 270 
651 C** CAPACITY CONTRACTs RATES' 
652 260 OCPCNCll-NERl=CPCNf(J-NER,1) 
65 3 i:·xc PCR I I-NERI =CPCNC (1-NER, 11 
654 270 CONTINUE 
655 C•••••ENERGY RESOURCE PLANNING 
656 CALL CHNG(l,OUR,JFSI 
65 7 DO 30 1. I= 1 , N 
658 DO 300 J•l,42 · 
659 300 AA(Jl•AVL(l,JI 
660 301 CALL CHNGIJ+l,AA,IFSI 
661 SCLDM=fELOMlll 
662 00 308 l=l,N 
663 If( I.GT.NERI GO TO 306 
664 VC(li=VCNFlll+ERUPlll•HTRT(JJ 
665 GO TO 308 . 
666 306 VCll,=VCNFlll 
667 308 SCLCPlll=CAPP(l,1) 
668 I L"O 
669 CALL ERNEED 
670 DO 310 l=(,NER 
671 If( NERT([ I.NE.OJ GO TO 310 
672 CONOllJ=ENRCIJ•HTRTllJ 
673 310 CONTINUE 
674 DO 350 J=l,JYPLN 
675 00 350 l=l1NER 
676 JFINERTllJ.EQ.OJ GO TC 350 
677 IFINERDTllJ.LT.JJ GO TO 350 
678 IFIJ.NEelJ GO TO 321 
679 ERCNMlll=ERCNllJ 
680 321 Kll=IJ-lJ•NOT+l 
681 K22=Kll+NOT~l 
682 DO 322 K=Kll1K22 
683 322 ERCNMllJ=ERCNMIJJ+FERCNC(i,KJ-CERCNC(l,KJ 
684 lflNERDTCJl.NE.JI GO TO 350 
685 00 325 K=l,N 
686 325 SCLCPCKJ=CAPPCJ,JI 
687 SCLOM=FELOMIJI 
688 CALL ERNEED 
689 IFINERDTIIJ.NE.JI GO TO 350 
690 CCNOCll=ENRlll•HTRTllJ 
691 350 CONTINUE 
692 DO 380 l=l,NER 
693 A=ERAQCil*ERAPlll*ERFLTCll 
694 B=ERAQCll•ERAPllJ*~l.-ERFLTl1JJ 
695 IFINqRTlll.EQ.01 GO TO 360 
696 CONOtll=CONDCll-ERCNMllJ 
697 IFICONDCIJ.LT.O.I CONOllJ=O. 
698 IFCCONOCll.GT.AI CONCCll=A 
699 ERAVlll=ERCNlll+B 
700 DERCNCI I J=CONOl I I 
701 GO TO 370 
702 360 CONDI ll=CONDlll/DCNSTI IJ-ERCNC II 
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CARO 
703 IF(CONO(ll.LT.O.I CONO(ll•Oo 
704 IF(CONO(ll.GT.A/OCNST(lll CONOIJlsA/OCNST(ll 
705 ERAVlll•ERCN(ll*DCNST(IJ+B+A-CONO(IJ•OCNSTCll 
706 DERCNC ( 11=CONO11 J /OCNST (I I 
707 370 CONTINUE 
708 380 OERUP I I l•I ERP( I J ,-ERUPI I 11/ 5. 
709 C*****INTERMEOIATE PLANNING 
710 DO 400 lzl,N 
711 IF( I.GT.NERI GO TO 410 
712 vc111JvcNFlll+ERUP(ll•HTRTlll 
713 SCLCPllJzCPCOLlll 
714 SCLCPll•Nl•CAPSRlll 
715 VC(l+Nl=VCNFll+Nl+ERUPlll•HTRT(l+NI 
716 GO TO 400 
71 7 410 VC( I lzVCNF< II 
718 SCLCPlll:CPCNCTll-NERI 
719 400 CONTINUE 
72 0 SCLDM 2 E LOH 
721 CALL RANKC 
722 DC 415 I=loN 
723 DO 420 K=l,42 
724 420 AA(KlzAVLU,Kl 
725 415 CALL CHNG(l+2,AA,IFSI 
726 CALL CHNGl2,FRMVC,IFFI 
727 SCLOM=ELDM•ll.l+RESI 
728 CALL STFRM 
729 SCLDM=ELDM•l.l 
730 CALL CHNGINN+3,FRMVPo IFFI 
731 CALL STFS 
732 SCLOM=ELDM 
733 SCLDF•FSF•FMSL 
734 CALL CHNG(Z,FS.DM,IFSI 
735 C***** NEXT TWO CARDS MAY BE TEMPORARY 
736 CALL CHNG(3,FRMVC,IFFI 
737 CALL CHNG(4,FRMVP,IFFI 
738 00 450 lsl,NN 
739 00 451 J=l,42 
740 451 AA(Jl•AVLCl,JI 
741 450 CALL C'HNGI I +4 ,AAo IFSI 
742 00 460 l=l,Kl 
74 3 DO 461 J=l ,42 
744 461 AAIJl=ECSUPlloJI 
745 460 CALL CHNG(NN+4+1,AAolFSJ 
746 00 470 l=l ,K2 
747 .DO 471 J=l,42 
748 471 AA( Jl.,ECDEMI I ,JI 
749 470 CALL CHNGINN+4+Kl+l,AA.IFSI 
750 CALL CHNGINN+5+Kl+K2,EMERo IFSI 
751 CALL DAILY 
752 DO 480 l=loNER 
753 ERUSED 11l=ERC111•HTRT11 J +ERC l·I +NI •HTR Tl l+NI 
754 480 CFERUlll=ERUSEDlll*ERUP(ll 
755 VGCOS"'O• 
756 00 500 1•1,NN 
CARO 
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c 
c 
lfCI.GT.NERJ GO TO 501 
VGCOS=VGCOs+CfERU (I l+ERCCI l•VCNFC II 
GO TO 500 
501 VGCOS=VGCOS+ERCCll•VCNFllJ 
500 CONTINUE 
C FMB =ER MB •EMC OS 
CFMS=ERMS•EMPRC 
CFFB=CFFB+F J~M•FX CF 
CFFS=CFFS+FHSL*FXCF 
VGCOS=VGCOS +CFF B-CFFS +C FEB-CFES+cFHB-CFHS 
VGCOS=VGCOS/ERUR 
T <;COS=V GCOS 
DO 510 l=l.N 
JFI I.GT.NERI GO TO 505 
TGCOS=TGCOS+CPCOLlll*FClll/ERUR 
GO TO ,510 
505 TGCOS=TGCOS+CPCNCTl 1-NERl•FCCI l/ERUR 
510 CONTINUE. 
TGCOS=TGCOS+ICPCOLC41+CPCNTl4ll*FCl11/ERUR 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CAPHIX 
DIMENSION BBl421,ICONC101 
TEST FLAGS FOR COIWERSJON 
I l2=0 
I ll=O 
DO 85 J=l ,N 
C=O. 
DO 80 I=l,21 
A=FLOATI 1-11*5• 
CALL AFNCCA,8,J+21 
IFCC.EQ.O.I GO TO 75 
D=FCIJl/C+VCI JI 
GO TO 76 
75 D=FCIJll.01 
76 JK=2•1-l 
A=FLOATII-11*438. 
AAIJKl=A 
BBIJKl=A 
AAI JK+l l=C 
BBi JK+l l=O 
80 C=C+B*438e 
CALL CHNGIJ+N+2,BB,IFSI 
CALL lHNGIJ+2*N+2,AA, IFSI 
85 CONTINUE 
DO 99 1=2,42,Z 
AAII I =O. 
99 AACl-ll=IFLOATlll/2.-1.)*5• 
CALL CHNGIZ.AAt IFSI 
NN=2•N 
00 100 l=l,NN 
CAPDI 11=0. 
I CONI II "'l 
.. 
cc 
cc 
cc 
CARD 
811 
812 
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815 
816 
81 7 
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82 0 
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IFICAPMAXIIl.EQ.O.I ICONlll"O 
IFI I.GT.NI GO TO 100 
ERUSI 11,.0. 
100 CON TlNUE 
I CON I 4 )sl 
IGTO=l 
U=8760o 
GO TO 1000 
101 JL=l 
102 JK=NRl.JL,11 
IFIJK.EQ.51 GO TO 800 
IFIJK.EQ.41 GO TO 810 
GO TO 830 
800 IFI IZl.EQ.11 GO TO 830 
I Zl =1 
IFIIZ2.EQ,ll GO TO 805 
GO TO 830 
805 CAPMAXl51=CAPMAXl51-CAPD(4) 
IFICAPMAXl51.LT.O.) CAPMAXl51=0. 
GO TO 830 
810 IFI IZ2.EQ. ll GO TO 830 
IZ2=1 
IFllZl.EQ.11 GO TO 815 
CAPMAXl41=CAPMAXl51 
GO TO 830 
815 CAPMAXl41=CAPMAXl51-CAPD15 I 
IFICAPMAXl41.LT.O.I CAPMAXl5)s0, 
830 CONTINUE 
JJ=JK 
IFIJK.GT.NI JJ=JK-N 
CSF=O. 
DO 105 l=-1,ll 
U=FLOAT 11-1 l*lOo 
CALL AFNCIU,A,l I 
CALL AFNCIU,8,2) 
A=A-8/SCLOM 
CALL AFNCI U, B, 2 •JJ I 
105 IFICSF.LT.8/AI CSF=B/A 
CALL AFNCIB760.,ESF,JH2*N•21 
A=C APMAX I JK I 
B=IENRMXIJJl-ERUSIJJll/ESF 
C=SCLDM/CSF 
IFIA.GT.CI GO TO 115 
ICONIJKl=O 
!FIA.GT.Bl GO TO 113 
CAPDI JK l'=A 
GO TO .120 
113 CAPDIJKl=B 
GO TO 120 
115 IFIB,GT.CI GO TO 118 
ICONIJKl=O 
CAPDIJKl•B 
GO TO 120 
118 CAPDIJKl=C 
cc 
cc 
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cc 
cc 
cc 
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cc 
cc 
cc 
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120 ERUSI JJ lsERUS IJJ l+CAPOI Jkl •ESF 
A=CAPDI JKI 
GO TO 2000 
135 IFllCONIJKl.NE.01 GO TO 200 
JL=Jl-Fl 
lFIJL.GT.KI GO TO 5000 
GO TO 102 
200 IGT0=2 
CD= SCL OM/10. 
201 CALL AFNCI001A121 
IFIA.GE.SCLOM•.9999991 GO TO 5000 
I Fl SCLOM-A.L T .COi CO:zSCLOM-A 
U=O. 
DO 205 l=l 120 
UU=FLOATC 1-11 •5. 
CALL AFNCIUU1A1ll 
CALL AFNCIUU18121 
205 lFIA•SCLDM.GT.~I U=U+438. 
GO TO 1000 
210 JK=~Rlloll 
lFIJK.EQ.51 GO TO 900 
IFIJK.EQ.41 GO TO 910 
GO TO 930 
900 lfllll.EQ.11 GO TO 930 
Ill =l 
IFC 1z2.eo.1.1 GO TO 905 
GO TO 930 
905 CAPMAXt51=CAP14AXl51-CAPDC41 
IFCCAPMAXJ51.LT.O.J CAP~AXC51=0• 
GO TO 930 
910IFI1z2.eo.11 GO TQ 930 
ll2=1 
IFI lll.EQ.11 GO TO 915 
CAP MAX 141 =CAP MAX( 51 
GO TO 930 
915 CAPMAXl4l=CAPMAXl51-CA·Poc51 
IFICAPMAXl41.LToOol ~APMAXC5l=O. 
930 CONTINUE 
JJ=JK 
IFIJK.GT.NI JJ=JK-N 
CALL AFNCCU1ESF12+2•N+JJI 
A=C A PM4X C JK.1-CA_P 01 JK I 
IFIESF.LT.0.11 ESF=O.l 
8=1ENRMXIJJl-ERUSIJJll/ESF 
IFIA.GT.CDI GO TO 215 
ICONCJKl=O 
lFIA.GT.81 GO TO 213 
D=A 
GO TO 220 
213 Os8 
GO TO 220 
215 IFIB.GT.CDI GO TO 218 
ICONCJKl=O 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
CC' 
cc 
cc 
cc 
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CARO 
919 GO TO 220 
920 218 O=CO 
921 220 CAPD(JKl=CAPOCJKl•O 
922 ERUSCJJl=ERUS(JJJ+O•ESF 
923 A=O 
924 GO TO 2000 
925 1000 K=O 
926 DO 1001 l=leNN 
927 lFIICONCll.EQ.01 GO TO 1001 
928 K=K+ 1 
929 1001 NRCl121=1CONCll 
930 IFCK.EQ.01 GO TO 5000 
931 DO 1010.l=liK 
932 COS=l.E20 
933 DO 1005 J=l1NN 
934 IFINRIJ121.EQ.OI GO TO 1005 
935 IFCJ.GT.NJ GO TO 1002 
936 CALL AFNCCU1A 12•N+JI 
937 GO TO 1003 
938 1002 A=VC(J-NI 
939 1003 IFIA.GT.COSI GO TO 1005 
940 NRCl1ll=J 
941 COS=A 
942 1005 CONTINUE 
943 1010 NRCNRll1ll121=0 
944 GO TO 1101121011IGTO 
945 2000 DO 2010 I=214212 
946 AAll-ll=IFLOATIIl/2.-1.1•5. 
947 CALL AFNCIAAI .l-l hC12 I 
948 CALL AFNCC AAI 1-U 1D1JJ•21 
949 2010 AAIIJ=C•D*A . 
950 CALL CHNGC21AA1IFSI 
951 GO TO 1135120111IGTO 
952 5000 CONTINUE 
953 RETURN 
954 END 
955 c 
956 SUBROUTINE DESCAP 
957 DIMENSION CAPDDClOl1ICONClOJ 
958 C *********** INITIAL SECTION 
959 K=O 
960 CAPUS=O. 
961 DO 100 ''I=l1N 
962 CAPUS~CAPUS•CA~MAXCl•hl 
963 ICONI 11=0 . 
964 IFlllI.GT.ICPTClll ICON(IJzl 
965 IFICAPMAXCll.EQoOol ICONCll=O 
966 IFllCUNlll.EQ.01 GO TO 100 
967 C K=NO. OF TYPES OF CAPACITY WHICH CAN BE CONSIDERED 
968 K=KH . 
969 C CAPOOllJ=QUANTITY OF CAPACITY TYPE I IN IDEAL HIX 
970 CAP DOI I l=SCLDM•CAPDC l•NI 
971 IFICAPDDlll.EQoOol GO TO 95 
972 C CAPDDC I+Nl=FRACTION OF DESIRED CAPACIT'Y NOW EXISTING 
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CARO 
973 
974 
975 
976 c 
977 
978 
979 
980 c 
981 c 
982 
983 
984 
985 
986 
987 
988 
989 
990 
991 
992 
993 c 
994 
995 c 
996 c 
997 
998 
999 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1011 
l 012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
lUl 6 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
102 5 
102 6 
CAPOOll+Nl=CAPMAXll+Nl/CAPOOllJ 
GO TO 100 
95 CAPDOI l+Nl*HoE20 
CAPOlll=AOOITIONAL CAPACITY TO ADO. INITIALIZE TO 0 · 
100 CAPO( 11 =0. 
IFIK.EC.OI GO TO 1000 
IFICAPUS.GE.SCLDMI GO TO 1000 
RANK CAPACITY TYPES ACCCRDING TO HOW FAR BELOW DESIRED MIX 
CONSIDERED ONLY THOSE WHICH CAN BE USED 
DO 110 l=lrN 
110 NRI 1,21 zlCONll I 
DO 120 l=l,K 
A=+2.E20 
DO 115 J=lrN 
IFINRIJ,21.EC.OI GO TO 115 
IFICAPOOIJ+Nl.GT.AI GO TO 115 
NRI 1,11.-J 
A=CAPDDIJ+NI 
ll5"CONTINUE 
120 NRINRllrll,21=0 
CAPACITY ADDITION CALCULATIGHS 
D=SCLOH/100. 
J=NO. TYPES CONSIDERED THIS RCUNO 
JJ=TOTAL NO. OF TYPES WHICH COULD BE CONSIDERED THIS ROUND 
J=l 
JJ=K 
205 IFIJJ.LE.01 GO TO 1000 
IFIJJ.EC.11 GO TO 300 
ICzO 
11=-0 
Jl"'l 
00 210 l=l,J 
IFIJl.EQ.01 GO TO 210 
IJ=NRI 1,11 
IFllCONllJl.EQ.OJ GO TO 210 
IC=l 
CAP 0 I I JI =CA PO I I JI +D 
IFICAPOIIJl.LT.CAPHAXllJll GO TO 208 
ICONCI Jl=O 
JJ:JJ-1 
2 08 CAP US=CAPUS +D 
IFICAPUS.GE.SCLDHI Jl=O 
IFICAPDOllJl.EQ.O.I GC TO 209 
CAPOOllJ+N~=ICAPMAXllJ+Nl+CAPOllJl.l/CAPDOllJI 
209 IFIJ.EQ.KI GD TO 210 ' 
IFICAPDOllJ+Nl.GE.CAPDOINRIJ+l,ll+Nll 11•1 
210 CONTINUE 
J=J+ll 
IFIJl.EQ.01 GO TO 1000 
IFllC.EColl GO TO 205 
IFIJ.GE.KI GO TO 1000 
J=J+l 
GO TO 205 
300 A=SCLOH-CAPUS 
CARO 
102 7 
1028 
1029 
1030 
1031 
1032 
1033 
1034 
1035 
l03b 
1037 
103B 
1039 
1040 
1041 
1042 
1043 
1044 
1045 
104b 
1047 
1048 
1049 
l 050 
l 051 
! 052 
1053 
1054 
1055 
105b 
1057 
l 058 
1059 
lObO 
lObl 
10b2 
l0b3 
l0b4 
1065 
1066 
1 Ob7 
10b8 
l0b9 
1070 
1071 
1072 
1073 
1074 
l 075 
l07b 
1077 
1078 
1079 
lOBO 
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c 
00 305 l"l tK 
IJ'"NR( 1 tll 
305 IFllCON(!Jl.EQ.11 JJzlJ 
B=CAPHAXIJJl-CAPO(JJI 
I fl A.GT .S> A=B 
CAPOIJJl~CAPO(JJl+A 
1000 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE ERNEEO 
C•••••RANK ACCORDING TO VARIABLE COST 
00 100 1=1,N 
c 
100 ENRlll=O. 
IFIIL.NE.01 GO TO 110 
CALL RANKl 
110 U=O. 
202 CALL AFNCIU,OEH,11 
A=OEH•SCLOM 
B=O. 
DO 200 I =1 ,N 
!FIB.GE.Al GO TO 200 
CALL AFNCIU,C,NRll,11+11 
C=C•SCLCPINR( I ,11 J 
IFIB+C.GT.Al.GO TO 201 
ENRINR( I ,11 l=ENRINRI t,11 l+C•428. 
B=S+C 
GO TO 200 
201 ENRINR(l,lll=ENRINR(I,lil+(A-Bl•428o 
B:A 
200 CONTINUE 
U=U+5 • 
IFIU.LT~lOO.I GO TO 202 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE STFRH 
C•••••RANK ACCORDING TO VARIABLE COST 
NN=N+NER 
00 BOO I=l, NN 
BOO NRII,21=1 
00 B02 J=l,NN 
COS=l0 ... 20 
DOBOl l=l,NN 
IFINRll,21.EQ.OI GO TO 801 
IFIVClll.GT.COSI GO TO 801 
NR(J,11=1 
COS=VClll 
BOl CONTINUE 
802 NRINRIJ,llt21=0 
FIRM=O. 
U=lOO. 
O=ELOH/100. 
100 CALL AFNCIU,Aoll 
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CARO 
1081 A=A•ELDM 
1082 AVLL=O. 
1083 KK=l 
1-084 DO 150 K=l1NN 
1085 110 IFIFIRM.GE.FlRMXI GO TO 150 
1086 lFIAVLL+FlRM.Ge.AI Go·ro 150 
1087 CALL AFNCIFIRM1VCF121 
1088 C=VCF+FXCF/IU•87.61 
1089 IFIC.GT.VCINRIK1llll GO TO 115 
1090 FIRM=FIRM+O 
1091 GO TO 110 
1092 115 KK=KK+l 
1093 CALL AFNCiU1812+NRIK1lU 
1094 AVLL=AVLL+B•SCLCPINRIK,lH 
1095 150 CONTlNUE 
1096 IFIFlRM.GE.FIRMXI GO TO 300 
1097 A=A•SCLDM/ELDM 
1098 IFIA•ll.+RESl.LE.AVLL+FIRHI GO TO 200 
1099 lFIKK.GT.NNI GO TO 170 
1100 DO 160 K=KK,NN 
1101 CALL AFNCIU1B12+NRIK1l:~ 
1102 16 0 AVLL=AVLL+ B•SCL CPI NRI K, J 11 
1103 170 lFIA•ll.+RESl.LE.AVLL+FlRMI GO TO 200 
1104 FIRM=IA•Cl.+RESl-AVLLI 
1105 IFIFIRM.GE.FIRMXI GO TO 300 
1106 200 U=U-5. 
1107 IFIU.LT.O.I GO TO 300 
ll08 IFI U.LTolol U=lo 
1109 GO TO 100 
1110 3-00 .(flFIRM.GToFIRHXI FIRM=FIRMX 
1111 RE TUR~ 
1112 END 
1113 c 
1114 SUBROUTINE STFS 
1115 DO 99 l=l1NN 
1116 99 NClll=l 
1117 F =Oo 
1118 CALL AFNCCF1FP121 
1119 NF= 1 
1120 IFIFIRM.LE.O~l NF=O 
1121 KF=l 
1122 K=l 
1123 O=El,.OM/100. 
1124 00 100 1=1,NN 
112 5 cos=10. E20 
1126 00 101 J=l,NN . 
1127 lFINCCJl.EQ.OJ GO TO 101 
1128 IFI VCIJl.GT.COSI GO TC 101 
1129 COS=VCIJI 
1130 L=J 
1131 101 CONTINUE 
1132 IFINF.EQ.OI GO TO 105 
1133 IFIFP.GT.VCILll GO TO 105 
1134 FF,.O. 
CARD 
1135 
1136 
1137 
1138 
1139 
1140 
1141 
1142 
1143 
1144 
1145 
1146 
1147 
1148 
1149 
1150 
1151 
1152 
1153 
1154 
1155 
1156 
1157 
1158 
1159 
1160 
1161 
1162 
1163 
1164 
1165 
1166 
llb7 
1168 
1169 
1170 
1171 
1172 
1173 
1114 
1175 
1176 
1177 
11 78 
1179 
ll80 
1181 
1182 
1183 
1184 
1185 
1186 
1187 
1188 
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102 FF=FF+D 
F=F+D 
IFCF.GE.FIRHI GO TO 103 
CALL AFNCCF,FP,21 
IFIFP.LT.VCCLll GO TO 102 
FCPIKFl=FF 
FCPLI KF I =F 
GO TO 104 
103 NF=O 
FCPIKFl=FF-CF-FIRMI 
FCPLCK FI= F IRH 
104 NRIK.21=0 
NRCK,ll=KF 
KF=KF+l 
KzK+l 
105 NRC K,21 "l 
NRIKoU=l 
NCCllaO 
K=K.+ l 
100 CONTINUE 
l=K-1 
KRANK=l 
CHIN=l.E20 
DG 200 K=lo21 
X=FLOATCK-11*5• 
CALL ~FNCCX,Aol I 
A=A•ELDH 
F=O. 
NF=O 
DO 201 J=l ,L 
IFCNRCJ,21.EQ.OI GO TO 202 
CALL AFNCCX,FF~NRCJ,11•21 
FF=FF•SCLCPCNRCJ,111 
GO TO 203 
202 FF=FCPINRCJ,111 
203 F=F+FF 
IFIF.GE.AI GO TO 204 
FF=O• 
GO TO 205 
204 FF=F-A 
I F C NF• E Q .11 GO TO 205 
NF= l 
NSCKl=J 
205 Xf NCC NN•3+J, K 021 =FF 
20 l XFNCCNN+3+J,Koll=X 
F=F/Cl.•RESl-A*SCLOM/ELOH 
2 00 IFCCMIN.GT.FI CMIN=f 
F=O. 
IFICMIN.LT.O.I CHIN=O. 
IFICMIN.GT.FRHSHI CHI ll>=FRMSM 
300 IFIF.GE.CHINI GO TO 400 
F=f+D 
COS=O. 
R EV=O • 
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CARD 
1189 CALL AFNCCF1FPP1NN+3) 
1190 DO 304 K=l121 
1191 J=NSC Kl 
1192 .FFF•O. 
1193 301 Z=FLOATCK-11•5. 
1194 IFCNR{J,21.ea.01 GD TO 3015 
1195 CAL~ AFNCCZ,FF,NRCJ,11+21 
1196 FF=FF•SCLCPCNRCJ,111 
1197 GO TO 3016 
1198 3015 FF=FCPCNRCJ,111 
1199 3016 FFF=FFF+FF 
1200 IFCFFFoLT.F•AFDEMCKIJ GO TO 302 
1201 GO TO 3025 
1202 302 J•J+l 
1203 GO TO 301 
1204 3025 lFCNR(J,21.ea.11 GO TO 303 
1205 CALL AFNCIFCPLCNRIJ1llltfP121 
1206 COS=COS.FP•AFDEMCKJ 
1207 GO TO 304 
1208 303 COS=COS+VCCNRC J1l I l*AFDEl'CKI 
1209 304 REV=REV+FPP•AFDEMCKI 
1210 COS=CCOS/21.l *8760. 
1211 REV=IREV/21.1*8760.+FXCF*O 
1212 IFCREV.GE.COSI GO TO 300 
1213 F=F-0 
1214 400 FMSL=F 
1215 lFCCMlN.LT.FI FMSL•CMIN 
1216 RETURN 
1217 EN> 
1218 c 
1219 SUBROUTINE DAILY 
1220 DO 99 I =1,NN 
1221 99 ERClll=O. 
1222 ERFB=Oo 
1223 ERFS•O, 
1224 EREB=O. 
1225 ERES=Oo 
1226 ERMB=Oo 
1227 ERMS=O. 
1228 CFFB•Oo 
1229 CFF S=Oo 
1230 CFEB=O. 
1231 CFES=Oo 
1232 UEDR=Oo 
1233 UEDF=O. 
1234 ERUR=Oo 
1235 K=KRANK 
123.6 I U=O 
1237 D=ISCLDM+SCLOFl/lOOo 
1238 CALL AFNCCO.,PF2141 
1239 100 U=FLOATllUI 
1240 CAP=Oo 
1241 DO 110 l=l,K 
1242 IFCNRCl1Zl.EQ.OI GO TO 101 
80/80 LIST 
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CARD 
1243 CALL AFNCIU,oo,4+NRl11lll 
1244 DD=DD*SCLCPINRll1lJJ 
l2't5 CAP•CAP+DD 
l2't6 GO TO 110 
1247 101 CAP=CAP+FCPINRll1llJ 
1248 110 CONTINUE 
1249 EMPzO. 
1250 CAPRzCAP/Cl.+RESJ 
1251 CALL AFNCCU0A1U 
1252 CALL AFNCIU1D01ZJ 
1253 DD=DD•SCLDF 
12S't CALL AFNCCOD,PFl,41 
1255 PF=IPF1+PF21•.5 
1256 CFFS=CFFS+-OO•PF•433.644 
1257 ERFS=ERFS+DD•'t33o644 
1258 A=A•SCLOH 
1259 ERUR=ERUR+A•433ob44 
l2b0 A=A+DD 
l2bl 8=A-CAPR 
1262 IFIB.LE.O.I GQ TO 150 
1263 CALL AFNC(U1C1NN+'t+Kll 
l2b't EHP"'8 
1265 IFIEHP.LT.CJ GO Ta 120. 
l2b6 EHP=C 
lZt.7 F=CAP-CAPR 
1268 IFIF.GT.C-81 GO TO 120 
1269 F=8-C-F 
1270 CsOO/A 
1271 F=F•433o6't4 
1272 UEDF=F*C+UEDF 
1273 CFFS=CFFS-F•C•PF 
127't UEDR=ll.-CJ•F+uEOR 
1275 ERFS=ERFS-UEOF 
1276 ERUR .. ERUR-UEOR 
1277 120 ERHB=ERMB+EHP•433o644 
1278 150 EC=EMP . 
1279 CALL AFNCIU,f,NN+Kl+~Z+51 
1280 IFIF.LE.Ool GO TO 200 
1281 C=CAPR+EMP-A 
1282 IFIC.LE.O.I GO TO 200 
1283 IFIC.GE.FI GO TO 151 
1284 ERMS•ERHS*C*433.644 
1285 E~P=EMP-C 
12 86 GO TO ZOO 
1287 151 ERHS=ERMS+F•433.6•4 
1288 EMP=EHP-F 
1289 200 CAP=A-EHP 
1290 ECB=O. 
1291 ECS=O. 
1292 IFICAP.GEoCAPR) GO TO 300 
1293 CALL AFNClU1ECBH1NN+K1+4l 
1294 EC8H=EC8H-EC 
1295 CALL AFNCCU1ECSM1NN+Kl+KZ+4l 
1296 201 1•0 . 
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CARO 
1297 J•O 
1298 B-0. 
1299 c "'°• 1300 202 jzJ+l 
1301 IFCJ.GT.KJ GO TO 211 
1302 IFCNRCJ,21.EQoOI GO TO 205 
1303 CALL AFNCCU,F,4+NRCJ,lll 
1304 B=8+F•SCLCPCNRCJ1U I 
1305 PC•VCCNRCJ•lll 
1306 GO TO 210 
1307 205 C•C+FCPCNRCJ,111 
1308 B•B+FCPl~RCJ~lJI 
1309 CALL AFNCIC,PC,31 
1310 210 IFI BoL T.CAP.I GO TO 202 
1311 211 IFICAP.GE.CAPRI GO TO 220 
1312 IFCECS.GE.ECSMI GC TO 220 
1313 JJ:ol 
1314 C=O. 
1315 DO 212 J•ltK2 
1316 CALL AFNCIU1B1NN+Kl+4+.H 
1317 IFIB.GE.ECSJ GO TO 212 
1318 JJ•J 
1319 C:oB 
1320 212 CONTINUE 
1321 IFIJJ.EQ.lJ GO TO 213 
1322 CALL AFNCCU,B 1NN+Kl+5+JJI 
1323 PES=PDEMIJJJ+CPDEHIJJ+lJ-PDEHCJJIJ•CB-ECSl/CB-CI 
1324 GO TO 215 
1325 213 CALL AFNCCU1BtNN+Kl+51 
1326 CALL AFNCCUtC1NN+Kl+6J 
1327 IFIABSCC-BleLT.l.J B=C+l. 
1328 PES=PDEMC11-IPDEMl21-PDEMl1JJ•IB-ECSJ/CC-BJ 
1329 215 IFIPES.LE.PCI GO TO 220 
1330 ECS•ECS+D 
1331 CAP•CAP+D 
1332 l•l 
1333 220 IFI ECB.GE.ECBHI GO TO 230 
1334 JJ•l 
1335 c .. o. 
1336 DO 222 J•l,Kl 
1337 CALL AFNCCU,B1NN+4+JJ 
1338 IFIB.GE.ECJ GO TO 222 
1339 JJaJ 
1340 C=B 
1341 222 CONTINUE 
1342 IFCJJ.EQ.11 GO TO 223 
1343 CALL AFNCCU1B1NN+4+JJ+ll 
1344 PEB=PSUPIJJl+CPSUPiJJ+ll-PSUPCJJll•CB-ECl/iB-CI 
1345 GO TO 225 
1346 223 CALL AFNCCU,B,NN+51 
1347 CALL AFNCIU,C,NN+6J 
1348 IFIABSIB-CJ.L·T.l.J BsC+l. 
1349 PEB=PSUPl11-CPSUPC21-PSUPllll•IB-ECJ/CC-BI 
1350 225 IFCPEB.GE.PCI GO TO 230 
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CARD 
1351 
1352 
1353 
1354 
1355 
1356 
1357 
1358 
1359 
1360 
1361 
1362 
1363 
1364 
1365 
1366 
1367 
1368 
1369 
1370 
1371 
1372 
1373 
1374 
1375 
1376 
1377 
1378 
1379 
1380 
1381 
1382 
1383 
1384 
1385 
1386 
1387 
1388 
1389 
1390 c 
1391 
1392 
1393 
1394 
1395 
1396 
1397 
1398 
1399 
1400 
1401 c 
lit02 
1403 
1404 
EC•EC•O 
ECB•ECB•O 
CAP=CAP-0 
1 .. 1 
230 lf(l.EQ.lJ GO TD 201 
300 J'"O 
f•O• 
C=O. 
l:sO 
EREB .. EREB+ECB•433.644 
ERES=ERESHCS*433 .644 
lflECS.LE.O.I GO TO 3005 
CFES=CFES+ECS•433.644•1PC•PESJ•.5 
3005 IFI EC8.LE.O.I GO TO 301 
CFEB=CFE8+ECB*433.644•1PC+PEBl•.5 
301 l'"IH . 
!Fii.GT.Ki GO TO 308 
lflNRll121.EQ.OI GO TC 30Z 
CALL AFNClU1B14+NRll1lJJ 
8=8•SCLCPINRll1lll 
GO TO 303 
302 B=FCPINRll1lll 
f•f+B 
303 C=C+B 
IFIC.LT.CAPI GO TO 305 
J•l 
8=8-C•CAP 
305 IFCNRll121.EQ.OJ GO TO 306 
ERCINRll1lllsERCINRCl1111+B•433.641t 
GO TO 307 . 
306 DD=F-.5•8 
CALL AFNCIOD,PC,31 
ERF B= ER FB •B *1t33 • 644 
CFFB=CFFB+B•433o644•PC 
307 IFIJ.EQ.01 GO TO 301 
308 I U:o I U+5 
IFllUoLE.1001 GO TO 100 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUilNE RANKC 
CALL ERNEEO 
DO 110 l=l 1NCR 
A=ERAVIIl-ENRllJ•HTRTCIJ 
IFCA.GE.0.01 GO TO 110 
SCLCP 11 +NI •Oo 
SCLCPlll=SCLCPCIJ•Cl~•A/C&NR(Il•HTRTIIJJJ 
11 0 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
Sl.BROUTINE RANKl 
DO 100 I•ltN 
100 NRClt2Jzol 
CCRl 
CCRl 
CCRl 
CCRl 
CCRl 
CCRl 
CCRl 
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CARO 
1405 
1406 
1407 
1408 
1409 
1410 
1411 
1412 
1413 
l41't 
1415 
1416 c 
1417 
1418 
1419 
1420 
1421 
1422 
1423 
1424 
1425 
1426 
1427 
1428 
1429 c 
1430 
1431 
1432 c 
1433 c 
1434 
1435 
1436 c 
1437 c 
143B c 
1439 c 
l't'tO C 
1441 c 
1442 c 
l't43 c 
1444 c 
1445 c 
1446 c 
1447 c 
1448 • c 
1449 c 
1450 c 
1451 c 
1452 . c 
1453 c 
l 45't c 
1455 c 
1"56 c 
1457 c 
1458 c 
oo 102 J•l1N 
cos .. 10.••20 
00 101 l•l,N 
IFINRCJ,21.EQ.OI GO TO 101 
lFCVCllJ.GT.COSI GO TO 101 
NRCJ,lJ•I 
cos ... vcc It 
101 COl\ITINUE 
102 NRCNR(J,lJ,2Ja0 
RETURN 
ENO· 
Sl.SROUTINE CHNGCI1AAA,JAJ 
DIMENSION AAA(l)olACll 
DO 100 J .. l,5 
100 IFNClloJl=IACJJ 
JJ:s IFNCC lo41•2 
JX=O 
DO 200 Jsl ,JJ,2 
J Xs·J X+l 
XFNClloJX,ll=AAACJJ 
200 XfNClloJX,21•AAAIJ+ll 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE AFNCIXZ,Y,IZI 
CCMMON TI ME, f INT IM, BEGT JM, OT ,NOT, NW, NRD, NOUT 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REASSIGN THE INPUT ARGUEHENTS 
X=XZ 
l=IZ 
THIS IS A SUBROUTINE WHICH INTERPOLATES BETWEEN TABLED FUNCTION 
VALUES BY FITTING A POLYt.OMIAL T.O· A NUMSER OF POINTS 
X IS THE VALUE Of THE INDE~ENOENT VARtABLE 
Y IS THE VALUE OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE CALCULATED 
I IS THE FUNCTION NUMBER 
TWO ARRAYS MUST BE SUPPLIED TO IT THROUGH COMMON 
THE USER MUST SUPPLY A COMMON STATEMENT SUITABLE FOR THE FUNCTIONS 
BE ING USED 
XFNCCl,J,K) IS tHE ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE TABLED FUNCTION 
I IS THE NUMBER OF THE FUNCTION BEING USED 
J IS THE INDEX FOR FUNCTION POINTS 
K IS l ~OR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE AND 2 FOR THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
IFNCCl,JI DESCRIBES THE NATURE OF THE FUNCTION 
I IS THE NUMBER Of THE FUNCTICN ' 
THE J VALUES ARE USED TO CONVEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE FUNCTION 
1 STANDS FOR YES, 0 STANDS FOR NO 
J=l--EXTEND FUNCTION BELCW MINUMUH VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
J=2--EXTEND FUNCTICN BEYOND MAXIMUM VALUE OF INOEPENDENT VARIABLE 
J=3--EQUALLY SPACED VALUES CF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
Js4--IS USED FOR THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN THE FUNCTION 
J=5--I S USED FOR THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS ·TO BE USED IN THE INTERPOLATION 
IERROR IS A SIGNAL USED TO INOICA.TE A MALFUNCTION IN THE INTERPOLATION 
0 INDICATES NO ERRORS. l INDICATES AN ERROR 
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80180 LIST 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
1234567890123456789012345~7890l2345b78901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
CARD 
1459 t 
1460 t 
1461 C REASSIGN OFTEN USED ARRAY VALUES 
1462 J4=IFNCCJ141 
1463 J5•1FNCCJ,51 
1464 Xl•XFNCll1l1ll 
1465 XN,.XFNCC I tJ4 ,U 
1466 C INITIALIZE ~RROR PARAMETER 
1467 JERROR•O 
1468 C CHECK TO SEE. IF X JS IN THE PROPER RANGE 
l't69 J Fl x.GE .x11 GO TO 103 
1470 IFIJFNC(J,11.EQ.ll GO TO 102 
1471 WRITE(6,10ll l,X 
1472 101 FORMATl24H BELOW RANGE OF FUNCTJON,14,Gl5.41 
1473 JERROR•l 
1474 102 Y=XFNC11rlr21 
1475 RETURN 
1476 103 IFIX.LE.XNI GO TO 106 
1477 IFI IFNCU,21.EQ.ll GO TO 105 
1478 WR[ TEI 6,1041 J.,x .. 
1479 104 FORMATl24H ABOVE RANGE OF FUNCTION,J4,Gl5.41 
1480 IERROR=l 
1't81 105 YzXFNCI I ,J·4,21 
1482 RETURN 
1483 C FIND STARTING POINT FOR SEARCI< FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INDEXES 
1484 106 IX= IF 1 XI I IX-Xll /I XN-XlJ l•F LOATI J4-l I hl 
1485 lFI [X.EQ.J41 1X=J4-l 
1486 C ARE VALUES OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE EQUALLY SPACED 
1487 IFIJFNCIJ,31.EQ.OJ GO TO 110 
1488 CARE AN EVEN OR ODD NUMBER OF DATA.POINTS TO TO BE USED 
1489 1065 A=FLOATIJ5J•.5 
1490 IA=IFIXIA+.11 
1491 IFIA.GT.FLOATllAll GO TO 107 
1492 IX=IX-IA+l 
1493 GO TO 150 
1494 C WHICH PART OF INTERVAL IS POINT IN 
1495 107 J•O 
1496 XIl=XFNC(l,IX+l,11 
1497 IFllXIl-Xl/IXll-XFNC(J,JX,llloLT.0.51 J•l 
1498 IX= fX.,. IA+J 
1499 GO TO 150 
1500 C SEARCH FOR INDEXES 
1501 11,0 J=O 
1502 K=O 
1503 111 IF( X-XFNCI l ,IX,111 120 rl20rl25 
1504 120 IFIJ.EQ.01 GO TO 121 
1505 lX•IX-1 
1506 GO TO 1065 
1507 121 K•l 
1508 IX=IX-1 
1509 IFC IX.NE.OI GO TO 111 
1510 IX'"l 
1511 GO TO 1065 
1512 125 IFIK.EQ.11 GO TO 1065 
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00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345670901234567090123456709012345678901234567090123456709012345678901234567090 
CARO 
1513 Jsl 
1514 IX•IX+l 
1515 GO TO 111 
1516 C SET INDEXES FOR INTERPOLATION 
1517 150 JFIIX.LT.U lX•l 
1518 J=J4-J5+1 
1519 IFl IX.GT.JI I X=J 
1520 L=IX+J5-l 
1521 C HAKE l"'TERPOLATION 
1522 YzO. 
1523 DO 400 K•lXol 
1524 YLzl.O 
1525 DO 300 J•IX,L 
1526 IFIJ.EQ.Kl GO TO 300 
1527 XJ=XFNC(f,J,11 
1520 Yl=YL•IX-XJlllXFNCI loKoll-XJJ 
1529 300CONTlNUE .. 
1530 400 Y"'Y+YL *XFNCI I ,K ,2) 
1531 RETURN 
1532 END 
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